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Sister Henrita Osendorf 
Chairman, Board of Trustees 
LIFE is what the St. Cloud Hospital is all about . . 
t`taix".4.4d 	stki 1?)ran•ci 
St. Cloud Hospital has just completed its 
87th year of service in the healing ministry. A 
glance over the year's activities points up the 
fact that at the hospital LIFE is the all-im-
portant concern. Human life--its mystery and 
giftedness, its sacredness, its value; human 
life wounded, diminished and threatened but 
nonetheless imaging God's life and destined for 
eternal union with Him--this is what the St. 
Cloud Hospital is all about. 
That is why when we look back over the 
year we immediately think of the tragic event 
that not only called in question the value of 
human life but even denied it outright in the 
case of unborn children. The U. S. Supreme 
Court ruling of January 22 is a direct contra-
diction of the value system of St. Cloud Hospi-
tal, which in its philosophy affirms: "It is 
our privilege and our responsibility to protect 
and enhance life." 
Our response to the ruling has been a re-
affirmation of our belief in the sanctity of 
life and a renewed commitment to the saving and 
healing mission that is ours as a Catholic hos-
pital. Called to mediate the healing grace of 
Christ in our era of depersonalized, computer-
ized technology, the hospital community has re-
solutely set itself to continue to work for the 
preservation of life and of health. 
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One thrust in this effort has been the en-
dorsement by the sponsoring body of the ETHICAL 
AND RELIGIOUS DIRECTIVES FOR CATHOLIC HEALTH 
FACILITIES, and their adoption by the Board of 
Trustees. This code, far from being merely a 
list of restrictive directives, is a positive 
document permeatd with respect for the sanctity 
of life and the dignity of the person. Clearly 
concerned with the highest moral values, it is 
directed toward safeguarding the total good of 
the patient. It is unmistakably based on the 
assumption that high quality of patient care is 
the objective of every Catholic health facility. 
During the year the Board of Trustees appoint-
ed a Liaison Committee on the Ethical and Reli-
gious Directives which now serves as a communi-
cation link with respect to these Directives 
between the hospital and the Chancery Office of 
the Diocese of St. Cloud 
• 
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The Board of Trustees is convinced that the 
responsibility entrusted to it by the Sisters of 
St. Benedict is that of guaranteeing the hospi-
tal's fidelity to the mission for which it was 
established, namely, in the words of the ETHICAL 
AND RELIGIOUS DIRECTIVES, to "witness to the sa-
ving presence of Christ and His Church in a va-
riety of ways: By testifying to transcendent 
spiritual beliefs concerning life, suffering and 
death; by humble service to humanity and espe-
cially to the poor; by medical competence and 
leadership; and by fidelity to the Church's 
teachings while ministering to the good of the 
whole person. 
Sister Henrita, O.S.B. 
Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
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Gene S. Bakke 
Executive Vice President 
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To say that the past fiscal year has been one 
of significance to the Saint Cloud Hospital from 
many different points of view would perhaps be a 
gross understatement. Indeed, it has been a year 
of events which will have immense impact on the 
operation of the hospital for years to come. 
One of the most traumatic and threatening of 
these events, of course, was the infamous Supreme 
Court decision on abortion of January 22, 1973. 
The policy position of the Saint Cloud Hospi-
tal on this issue has been consistently articulated 
and widely promulgated over the years. Abortions 
will not be allowed to be performed on the prem.- 
ises,based on the simple and clear fact that abor-
tion is the taking of an innocent, defenseless, 
human life. 
The Supreme Court decision sanctioned and le-
gitimized the termination of life in the mother's 
womb. It has logically raised questions of where 
and by whom these life-taking procedures would be 
carried out. • Will all health facilities, whether they be hospitals or clinics of whatever 
type be forced by law to perform abortions? Will all hospitals, regardless of 
whether they are public, secular or religious be forced by law to perform abor-
tions? Will all health personnel, regardless of personal conscience and individ-
ual belief, be coupelled by law to use their technical skills for the purpose of 
terminating human life? 
These are questions that are presently being litigated in courts across the 
country. The ultimate answers will have fundamental and far-reaching effects,not 
only on the provision of health care in the country, but on the whole of society 
in terms of the priority accorded human life in its scale of values. 
On the hopeful assumption that, at the very least, religious hospitals will 
not be forced to allow abortions to be performed on their premises,the situation, 
though deplorable, presents a significant opportunity for religious-sponsored 
hospitals to champion the cause of human life, in contradistinction to those 
health facilities where life is terminated. For the Catholic hospital, with its 
commitment to Christian values, the challenge and opportunity for apostolic wit-
ness is abundantly clear. 
Another major impact during the past year on all hospitals generally,includ-
ing Saint Cloud Hospital,has been the accelerated rush of government at all levels 
to impose constraining controls on all segments of the health delivery system,but 
most particularly on hospitals. Hospitals, being the most visible organizational 
hub of health care delivery, have been purposely singled out as the most likely 
mechanism through which controls and constraints can have maximum impact. • 
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With hospitals as the focal point, the government strategy of repressive con-
straint of health care services and cost has been progressively revealed in the 
Economic Stabilization Program (Phases I, II, III and IV), efforts to discontinue 
support of numerous federal health programs, the assumption of professional ser-
vices review as a governmental function through the franchising of Professional 
Services Review Organizations, increasingly regressive constraints on health plan-
ning and in numerous other policy positions and decisions of government in recent 
years. Viewed from a broad perspective, there is little doubt that an overall 
strategy exists, and that the strategy is being carefully and methodically imple-
mented. 
Irrespective of the merits of continuing government encroachment into the 
health field, the fact is that the government has moved rapidly in that direction 
and will likely continue to do so. The question is whether institutions like Saint 
Cloud Hospital, differentiated by its private, voluntary, religious identity, will 
be able to maintain the viability and strength to survive the challenges presently 
faced, and new ones that are most certainly down the road. Ultimately it gets to 
the question of whether the people are better served by a pluralistic, voluntary, 
religious-sponsored approach to the delivery of health care or whether a govern-
ment owned and controlled system can do a better job. 
The Supreme Court decision and emergence of government controls have consumed 
immense amounts of time and effort during the past year. Yet, in spite of these 
complicating and time-consuming intrusions, some significant milestones were 
reached and achievements accomplished during the past year: 
* The future operational plan, based on recommendations made 
by six broadly representative task forces, reviewed by the 
Joint Conference Committee with an expanded membership, 
and approved by the Board of Trustees, has been adopted. 
The final action on the operational plan came in June,1973 
after two years of effort on the part of hundreds of peo-
ple from throughout the hospital organization, the Sisters 
of St. Benedict and the civic community. 
* More people than ever before in the history of the hospi-
tal (68,645 in all) were cared for as inpatients or outpa-
tients. 
* The final phase of the facilities expansion and renovation 
program begun in 1966 was carried forward during the past 
year to the point where completion is assured by January 1, 
1974. When the work ends it will mark the first time in 
seven years that a major construction project is not in 
process at Saint Cloud Hospital. It will be a welcome 
change from the noise and dirt that always accompanies a 
building program. To those who have worked so hard in the 
planning, building and putting up with the inconveniences, 
we express our deep thanks. 
* The five-year payment period on pledges made during the 
Development Campaign in 1967-68 came to an end on July 1. 
The campaign itself fell far short of the goal that was 
set and, in addition, the payment of pledges has not mea-
sured up to the commitments that were made. Nevertheless, 
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Gene S. Bakke 
Executive Vice President 
it has been financially possible to carry through with the 
completion of the 1964 Master Plan because of the availa-
bility for transfer of hospital operational funds over the 
five-year period. 
• 
After several years of effort and negotiation, the rezon-
ing of hospital property to a Medical Service District was 
achieved, allowing the use of all hospital properties for 
medical and related purposes. Parking being a critical 
problem, an additional 250-car lot is being constructed on 
newly zoned property and is scheduled for use by October 1. 
In paging through this report it will become obvious that the achievements 
mentioned above constitute only a small portion of the activity that went on at 
Saint Cloud Hospital last year. The real achievement, of course, is manifested 
in the health care services people receive. It is to that end that every thought 
and every decision must be directed. This report provides substantial documenta-
tion of the tremendous contribution made by everyone associated with the hospital 
to the health and well being of the community and the area. 
To the Sisters of the Order of St. Benedict,the Board of Trustees, the Medi-
cal Staff, the management staff and all personnel, volunteers, and to all who con-
tributed in any way to the care of people who came to us in need, I wish to ex-
press deep appreciation for the tremendous efforts you have made during the past 
year. I am privileged and honored to be associated with you in this commendable 
work. • 
• 
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Paul T. Moran, M.D. 
Chief of the Medical Staff 
During the past year several new concepts and 
situations have developed that involve our Medical 
Staff. The new organizational structure of the 
Staff relies quite heavily on strong departmental 
action. A set of rules and regulations for each 
department has been processed through department 
activities, executive committee sessions and Board 
of Trustee action. Our recently revised Medical .  
Staff Bylaws have been utilized quite extensively 
throughout the year. In using these documents it 
becomes clear that a dynamic organization requires 
continuous review of its policies and procedures 
followed with action by the Bylaws Committee to 
keep them up to date and pertinent. 
Our staffbecame an active member of the local 
Area Health Education Center concept, working in 
concert with the University of Minnesota Area 
Health Education Plan. The goal of this organiza-
tional structure is improvement of general health 
care delivery to the people of this area. It will 
continue to involve active Medical Staff partici-
pation and support in the development of new, in-
novative ideas for systems of health care delivery. 
Our Rehabilitation Committee has been instrumental in bringing about insti-
tution of regular physiatrist services at this hospital. We have also seen the 
development of an amputee clinic. 
A good deal of discussion and involvement by Chiefs of Services and other 
Staff members took place in developing a better system of bed utilization through-
out the hospital. A general bed utilization policy was approved by the Executive 
Committee in late Spring of this year. 
The Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee recognized the need and proceeded 
with development of a uniform procedure and policies guide for use in investiga-
tion of drugs at this hospital. This particular topic is becoming more prominent 
with introduction of new chemotherapy and experimental agents that are being used 
on a broader scale regularly. 
Recognizing that the sphere of medical practice in the hospital is changing 
regularly,particularly in reference to governmental relationships and the require-
ment for a better system of documentation of quality of care,our Staff recommend-
ed continuation of the position of Director of Continuing Medical Education for 
the Staff. We further encouraged that the Chief of Staff be given authority to 
use that position effectively for assistance in carrying out his duties and re-
sponsibilities. Several well defined audit studies were instituted by our Staff 
this year. Hopefully these studies will further assist in the continuing educa-
tion of our Staff and in providing a true documentary type evidence of quality of 
care given. 
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Weekly NCME televised videotape sessions have been offered as one modality 
of continuing education for our professional staff. A special ad hoc QAP-PSRO 
Committee was appointed to investigate and make recommendations towards establish-
ment of a method for a quality assurance type program in our hospital. This com-
mittee has been very active and will be presenting more specific recommendations 
regularly as more information regarding PSRO becomes available. 
Members of our Staff have also been involved with administration, nursing 
service and representatives of the Diocesan clergy in discussions on ethical-re-
ligious problems as they affect our hospital practice environment. 
The year also brought about changes in the Staff roster. Three distinguished 
members of our medical community, Drs. Donaldson, Halenbeck and Richards, retired 
from active practice after many years on the Active Medical Staff. 
We were saddened by the sudden death of Dr. Leonard Veranth and said goodbye 
with regret to Dr. Stuber when he moved to another state, and to Dr. Park when he 
moved to the Minneapolis area after being here a few months. 
We are happy that new doctors came to help fill the gap: Dr. E. Emerson for 
the Emergency Room on weekends; Dr. C. Ehlen, Urologist; Dr. J. Gacusana, Anes-
thesiologist; Dr. J. W. Wahl, Pediatrician; and Dr. Espeland,Anesthesiologist who 
returned from military service. 
We look forward to another active year of working together under the able 
leadership of Dr. Dwight Jaeger. The Joint Commission surveyor challenged us to 
provide clinical resumes on every patient that contain everything needed for an 
audit and to provide evidence that medical care evaluation is being carried out 
by comparing criteria for care with actual practice. We will do our best to meet 
that challenge. 
CCP,ete, 1 
Paul T. Moran, M.D. 
Chief of the Medical Staff 
• 
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COMMITTEES OF THE 
   
ICAL STAFF 
 
DO 
   
1972-1973 • 
• 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE SURGICAL SUITE COMMITTEE 
Chief of Staff 	. 	. 	. 	. Dr. P. T. Moran* Dr. R. A. Rovelstad* Dr. W. H. Rice 
Chief of Staff-Elect . Dr. D. E. Jaeger Dr. D. A. Ritchie Dr. R. P. Koenig 
Secretary 	 Dr. L. V. Dahlquist Dr. R. A. Slanga Dr. J. H. Zeleny 
Past Chief of Staff 	. Dr. J. W. Smith 
Repr. at Large . 	. 	. 	. Dr. B. L. John 
Chiefs of Services: BYLAWS COMMITTEE 
Dr. J. J. Ballantine Dr. D. C. Pull Dr. B. R. Bancroft* Dr. G. H. Goehrs 
Dr. D. C. Heckman Dr. R. A. Slanga Dr. E. M. LaFond Dr. W. T. Wenner 
Dr. R. A. Rovelstad Dr. J. H. Zeleny Dr. J. H. Kelly 
Dr. P. L. Warner Dr. D. A. Ritchie 
Dr. R. P. Koenig Dr. W. H. Rice 
Dr. M. S. Bozanich Dr. W. H. Held PATIENT CARE & PROCEDURES COMMITTEE 
Dr. T. G. Murn* Dr. R. T. Petersen 
CREDENTIALS COMMITTEE Dr. T. H. Luby Dr. A. D. Espelien 
Dr. L. V. Dahlquist* Dr. J. W. Smith Dr. F. T. Brown 
Dr. J. N. Olinger Dr. P. R. Berger 
Dr. T. H. Dedolph Dr. T. G. Murn 
EMERGENCY ROOM COMMITTEE 
JOINT CONFERENCE COMMITTEE Dr. J. C. Belshe* Dr. L. V. Dahlquist 
Dr. P. T. Moran Dr. D. E. Jaeger Dr. R. A. Rovelstad Dr. T. G. Murn 
Dr. J. W. Smith Dr. D. M. VanNostrand Dr. T. L. Cress 
MEDICAL RECORDS - EDUCATION - 
LIBRARY (ELMER) COMMITTEE RESPIRATORY CARE COMMITTEE 
Dr. D. M. VanNostrand* Dr. G. L. Loeb Dr. A. D. Espelien* Dr. D. C. Heckman 
Dr. K. R. Williamson Dr. J. B. Gaida Dr. D. M. VanNostrand Dr. W. H. Rice 
Dr. H. J. Brattensborg Dr. J. F. Kline Dr. R. A. Rovelstad Dr. J. H. Kelly 
Dr. H. E. Windschitl Dr. J. C. Bauman Dr. T. H. Luby Dr. B. L. John 
Dr. R. J. Cumming (DCME) 
UTILIZATION REVIEW COMMITTEE 
Dr. H. T. Hobday* Dr. L. A. Loes DISASTER COMMITTEE 
Dr. C. D. 	Stiles Dr. L. H. Wittrock Dr. H. M. Broker* Dr. B. R. Bancroft 
Dr. E. H. Dziubinski Dr. A. D. Espelien Dr. D. C. Heckman 
Dr. R. A. Slanga Dr. W. H. Held 
PHARMACY AND THERAPEUTICS COMMITTEE Dr. C. F. Brigham Dr. D. E. Jaeger 
Dr. J. A. Iverson* Dr. J. R. Lyons Dr. J. C. Belshe 
Dr. S. D. Sommers Dr. W. A. Autrey 
Dr. R. L. Thienes 
REHABILITATION COMMITTEE 
Dr. J. H. Zeleny* 	Dr. J. H. Kelly 
Dr. T. L. Cress Dr. V. E. Neils 
INFECTION CONTROL COMMITTEE 
Dr. A. T. Rozycki* 	Dr. T. L. Cress 
Dr. M. S. Bozanich 	Dr. S. H. Koop 
Dr. R. J. Cesnik  
ALCOHOL & CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY 
UNIT COMMITTEE 
Dr. P. L. Warner* 	Dr. D. C. Heckman 
Dr. H. E. Windschitl 	Dr. V. E. Neils 
SAFETY COMMITTEE 
Dr. G. L. Loeb 	Dr. J. C. Belshe • 	* Chairman 
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Dr. B. L. W. Adams Dr. L. A. French Dr. S. J. Raetz 
Dr. J. R. Allen Dr. R. F. Galbraith Dr. R. J. Salk 
Dr. J. I. Ausman Dr. B. J. Hughes Dr. R. R. Sawtell 
Dr. R. E. Backus Dr. M. C. Hurr Dr. L. J. Schut 
Dr. C. C. Baker Dr. R. N. Jones Dr. A. H. Scutt 
Dr. F. H. Baumgartner Dr. G. L. Jurgens Dr. E. L. Seljeskog 
Dr. H. Berris Dr. L. B. Kuhlman Dr. H. E. Sisk 
Dr. C. F. Brigham Dr. D. M. Long Dr. P. M. Silverstein 
Dr. G. C. Carlson Dr. G. M. Martin Dr. L. H. Stalin 
Dr. D. S. Childs Dr. R. E. Maxwell Dr. R. C. Stoltz 
Dr. S. N. C. Chou Dr. J. M. McKelvey Dr. H. H. Stonnington 
Dr. T. H. Davis Dr. R. H. Mueller Dr. R. G. Tinkham 
Dr. D. J. Erickson Dr. O. C. Phares Dr. L. T. Wood 
Dr. L. A. Farber Dr. A. H. Zachman 
• 	el 
„dteet 
June 30, 1973 
HONORARY MEDICAL STAFF 
Dr. H. B. Clark Dr. C. S. Donaldson 	Dr. P. L. Halenbeck Dr. W. B. Richards 
ACTIVE MEDICAL STAFF  
Dr. C. W. Alden Dr. N. M. Gonzalez Dr. J. P. O'Keefe 
Dr. W. A. Autrey Dr. J. T. Harbaugh Dr. J. N. Olinger 
Dr. J. J. Ballantine Dr. D. C. Heckman Dr. R. T. Petersen 
Dr. B. R. Bancroft Dr. W. H. Held Dr. R. F. Rafferty 
Dr. J. C. Bauman Dr. H. T. Hobday Dr. W. H. Rice 
Dr. J. C. Belshe Dr. J. A. Iverson Dr. D. A. Ritchie 
Dr. L. H. Bendix Dr. D. E. Jaeger Dr. R. A. Rovelstad 
Dr. P. R. Berger Dr. B. L. John Dr. A. T. Rozycki 
Dr. J. B. Beuning Dr. J. F. Kelly Dr. R. A. Schlorf 
Dr. M. S. Bozanich Dr. J. H. Kelly Dr. E. J. Schmitz 
Dr. H. J. Brattensborg Dr. R. P. Koenig Dr. R. A. Slanga 
Dr. H. M. Broker Dr. S. H. Koop Dr. J. W. Smith 
Dr. F. T. Brown Dr. G. K. Kvistberg Dr. S. D. Sommers 
Dr. R. J. Cesnik Dr. E. M. LaFond Dr. C. D. Stiles 
Dr. T. L. Cress Dr. G. L. Loeb Dr. R. L. Thienes 
Dr. R. J. Cumming Dr. L. A. Loes Dr. C. B. Thuringer 
Dr. L. V. Dahlquist Dr. T. H. Luby Dr. D. M. VanNostrand 
Dr. E. H. Dziubinski Dr. J. R. Lyons Dr. P. L. Warner 
Dr. L. M. Espeland Dr. J. P. McNamara Dr. W. T. Wenner 
Dr. A. D. Espelien Dr. P. T. Moran Dr. K. R. Williamson 
Dr. L.  M. Evans Dr. T. G. Murn Dr. H. E. Windschitl 
Dr. J. B. Gaida Dr. R. A. Murray Dr. L. H. Wittrock 
Dr. G. H. Goehrs Dr. V. E. Neils Dr. J. H. Zeleny 
ASSOCIATE MEDICAL STAFF  
Dr. E. E. Emerson 	Dr. C. P. Ehlen 	Dr. J. M. Gacusana 	Dr. J. W. Wahl 
COURTESY MEDICAL STAFF  
ACTIVE DENTAL STAFF  
• Dr. G. F. Baumgartner Dr. J. H. Kropp Dr. B. L. Pihlstrom Dr. K. L. Catton Dr. R. J. Lorbiecki Dr. D. 	C. Pull 
Dr. T. H. Dedolph Dr. D. J. Mackinac Dr. R. G. Schaefer 
Dr. H. S. Elliott Dr. J. A. Muenzhuber Dr. Arlen Simi 
Dr. J. F. Kline Dr. Roland Stromsborg 
COURTESY DENTAL STAFF  
Dr. J. M. Pike 	 Dr. J. B. Pike 
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1972 - 1973 
Average bed occupancy, adults and children 	 336 (83% of capacity) 
Average bed occupancy, newborn  	17 (43% of capacity) 
These percentages are based on the hospital's adult 
and pediatric bed capacity of 403 beds and 40 bas-
sinets from July 1, 1972 to April 30, 1972; and 405 
beds and 40 bassinets from May 1 to June 30, 1973. 
Average stay, adults and children 
General Surgery 	8.2 days 
Obstetrics, del'd 	3.6 days 
Obstetrics, not del'd 2.4 days 
Obstetrics, aborted 2.3 days 
Ophthalmology 4.9 days 
Otorhinolaryngology 2.8 days 
Communicable diseases 8.4 days 
Pediatrics 4.8 days 
(Children, medical) 
  
7  38 days 
 
Medicine 	8.2 days 
Gynecology 5.8 days 
Urology 7.8 days 
Orthopedics 10.4 days 
Dermatology 8.2 days 
Neurology 7.3 days 
Psychiatry 13.0 days 
 
Average stay, newborn 
    
3  Q  days 
    
Ratio of all deaths to all discharges 
 
197 
 
Autopsy rate (107) 	  30% 
Postoperative death rate (within 10 days of surgery): 
This is the number of deaths compared with all inpatients 
who had surgery exclusive of observation cystoscopy and 
procedures in the Emergency Room (6531 patients, 30 deaths) 0.5% 
Anesthesia deaths 
Maternal deaths 
  
None 
None 
  
  
Ratio of instances of puerperal morbidity to total 
number of patients delivered (1627 deliveries, 
1 case of puerperal morbidity) 	  .06% 
 
Cesarean sections: 93; ratio to total deliveries 
Ratio of deaths of newborn over 1,000 grams to all 
newborn over 1,000 grams 	(1,620 viable births, 
8 deaths) 
 
5.77. 
057 
it 
 
Consultation rate, all patients  21.2% • 
II 
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1972 - 1973 
I General Hospital 
Patients at midnight on June 30, 1972  	290 
Inpatient admissions, July 1, 1972 to June 30, 1973 	  16,528 
Newborn  	1,626 
Total number of patients given care  18,444 
Deaths  	352 
Inpatients discharged . 	 17,783 
Patients at midnight June 30, 1973 
   
18,135 
309 
   
Daily average number of inpatients discharged and deaths 
  
50 
  
Daily average number of outpatients 	  137 
Adults and Children 1971 1972 
Patient days 
Average daily census 
% of occupancy 
Average stay 
117,996 
323 
82% 
7.4 days 
120,905 
330 
80% 
7.5 days 
Bed complement 380 to 11/30/70 416 7/1 to 12/31/71 
405 after 11/30/70 425 1/1 to 3/31/72 
403 4/1 to 6/30/72 
Newborn 
Patient days 6,803 6,326 
Average daily census 19 17 
% of occupancy 48% 43% 
Average stay 3.8 days 3.8 days 
Bassinet complement 40 40 
Outpatients 
Emergency 7,516 8,717 
Other 32,460 36 ,810 
39,976 45,527 
1973  
122,490 
336 
83% 
7.4 days 
403 7/1/72 - 4/30/73 
405 5/1/73 - 6/30/73 
6,250 
17 
43% 
3.8 days 
40 
10,921 
39,019  
49,940 
Extended Care Facility 1972 1973 
Admissions to ECF 260 261 
Patient days 4,832 4,757 
Average daily census 13 13 
% of occupancy 52% 52% 
Average stay 18 days 19 days 
Bed complement 25 25 
Combined highest census: 453 on February 7, 1973 
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Inpatient admissions, "acute" hospital 
Admissions, Extended Care Unit 	 
Births 	  
. • • 
1972 19 73 
16,078 
260 
1,657 
16,528 
261 
1,626 
. Patient days, "acute" hospital 	 120,905 122,490 
Patient days in Extended Care Unit 	 4,832 4,757 
Newborn Nursery days 	  6,326 6,250 
Emergency outpatients 	  8,717 10,921 
Other outpatients 	  36,810 39,01_9 
Physicians on Medical Staff (all) 	 100 118 
Dentists on Medical Staff (all)  17 16 
Employees, full- and part-time 	 1,246 1,312 
Blood transfusions (bottles) 	 2,714 3,801 
Blood bank procedures 14,711 16,213 
Clinical laboratory tests 	  135,960 345,611 
Tissue examinations 	  17,523 20,815 
Total autopsies 	  140 144 
Laboratory tests for other hospitals • • • 997 981 
Electroencephalograms 	  603 775 
Electrocardiograms  7,452 7,488 
X-ray examinations 	  40,113 43,613 
Radiation therapy  3,269 3,524 
Radioisotope scans 	  682 820 
Surgical procedures in 0  R 	  6,308 6,892 
Physical therapy treatments 	  70,640 77,851 
Speech and hearing services (patients) • • • 104 138 
Pharmacy prescriptions 	  305,317 369,163 
Meals served 	  657,255 638,424 
Purchas'e orders issued 	  5,813 5,865 
Value of supplies from storeroom 	 $854,656 $939,745 
Pounds of linen processed 	  1,766,212 1,800,907 
Units cleaned on discharge of patient . • . 22,916 23,406 
Average square footage of area cleaned 447,423 447,423 
Cubic feet of gas used by boilers 	 112,332,000 118,552,000 
Pounds of steam used 	  112,235,140 108,445,585 
Gallons of oil used by boilers 	 92,487 32,595 
Gallons of water used  46,819,942 50,457,134 
Requests to maintenance for repairs 	 7,008 14,741 
Kilowatt hours used 	 6,534,399 6,788,000 
67 
4 
8 
168 
47 
96 
429 
616 
11 
46 
8 
82 
459 
	
4% 	5923 
3% 	351 
4% 	504 
18% 	5354 
11% 	2032 
8% 	3249 
33% 10133 
32% 20258 
22% 	403 
6% 	3676 
10% 	676 
347 	1753 
4 0 	12864 
3.64 
2.32 
2.39 
5.82 
4.90 
2.81 
7.82 
10.44 
8.22 
4.81 
8.35 
7.33 
12.98 
3825 3% 121805 7.38 d. 
24 	.5% 6196 3.82 d. 
    
    
DATA ON INPATIENTS DISCHARGED 
July 1, 1972 	--- 	June 30, 1973 • 
Medicine 
Surgery 
Obstetrics 
Delivered 
Aborted 
Not delivered 
Gynecology 
Ophthalmology 
E.N.T. 
Urology 
Orthopedics 
Dermatology 
Pediatrics 
Communicable 
Neurology 
Psychiatry 
Total excl. N.B. 
Newborn 
ALL PATIENTS  
Deaths 	Autopsies 
% P.O. No. 
4332 250 6 	7. 1 76 30% 
2340 20 .9 % 40 2 22 13 33% 
1627 1 .1% 
151 
211 
920 3 .3% 4 .4% 1 25% 
415 
1156 1 .1% 1 100% 
1295 4 .3% 15 1 	% 2 5 33% 
1941 7 .4% 17 1 	% 5 4 24% 
49 
764 6 1 4 67% 
81 1 1 
239 2 1 
991 2 .2% 
16512 35 .2% 338 2 	% 30 104 31% 
1623 14 .9% 3 21% 
18135 35 .2% 352 1.9% 30 107 30% 
Infections 
Service 	Patients No. 	% No. 
Consultations Hosp. Avg. 
No. 	%  Days  Stay  
1004 	23% 	35394 
	
8.17 d. 
780 	33% 	19235 
	
8.22 
38409, 	21% 128001 7.06 d. 
 
• 
AGE DISTRIBUTION 
3 
1972 1973 Discharged alive 
Deaths under 48 hr. 
Deaths over 48 hr. 
Stillborn 
PATIENTS WITH 
Service 
1972 
17390 
108 
266 
10 
CARCINOMA 
1972 
1658 
587 
1560 
4113 
1615 
1750 
1867 
853 
994 
2767 
1972 
1623 
512 
1545 
4257 
1634 
1751 
1840 
933 
1080 
2960 
1973 Medicine General Surgery 
Gynecology 
Neurology 
Orthopedics 
Eye 
Urology 
E.N.T. 
Pediatrics 
106 
188 
48 
3 
5 
1 
96 
15 
3 
7496 
10268 
7455 
10309 
11348 
5930 
486 
7783 
10352 
7371 
10764 
11478 
6142 
515 
Newborn 
0 - 2 
2 - 14 
14 - 30 
30 - 40 
40 - 50 
50 - 60 
60 - 65 
65 - 70 
70 + 
Male patients 
Female patients 
Patients from 
St. Cloud 
Other patients 
glitholic patients 
lonotestant 
patients 
Other patients 
1973 
17783 
99 
253 
14 
1973  
119 
186 
49 
2 
2 
8 
154 
16 
1 
DISCHARGED INPATIENTS UNDER AGE 65 
1972 - 1973 
Infections 	Deaths 	Autopsies Consultations Hosp. Avg. • 
.1% 
4 
.6% 	9 32 
.9% 	3 
.6% 	9 	35 
Service Patients No. % No. 
Medicine 2425 47 
Surgery 1785 8 .4% 14 
Obstetrics 
Delivered 1627 1 .1% 
Aborted 151 
Not delivered 211 
Gynecology 851 2 .2% 1 
Ophthalmology 209 
E.N.T. 1053 
Urology 703 1 .1% 3 
Orthopedics 1478 2 .1% 3 
Dermatology 32 
Pediatrics 764 6 
Communicable 71 
Neurology 202 2 
Psychiatry 909 1 
Tot. 	excl.N.B. 12471 14 .1% 77 
Newborn 1623 14 
1 	PATIENTS 14094 14 .1% 91 
% No. % Days 
43% 543 22% 15463 
43% 502 28% 11412 
67 4% 5923 
4 3% 351 
8 4% 504 
135 16% 4476 
19 9% 789 
68 6% 2719 
33% 186 26% 3731 
33% 416 28% 13495 
6 19% 133 
67% 46 6% 3676 
5 7% 681 
66 33% 1193 
419 46% 11659 
42%'2490 20% 76255 
21% 24 1.5% 6196 
39% 2514 17.8% 82451 
	 X P.O. No. 
2 Y. 	20 
1 % 	8 	6 
Stay  
6.4 d. 
6.4 
3.6 
2.3 
2.4 
5.3 
3.8 
2.6 
5.3 
9.1 
5.7 
4.8 
9.6 
5.9 
12.8 
6.1 d. 
3.8 d. 
5.9 d. 
Male 
Female 
5861 	St. Cloud 	5824 	Catholic 	9153 
8233 Other 	8270 Protestant 	4501 
Other 	440 
DISCHARGED 	INPATIENTS 	OVER 	AGE 	65 
1972 - 1973 
• 
Infections Deaths Autopsies Consultations Hosp. Avg. 
Service Patients No. % No % P.O. No. 	% No. 	-% 	Days Stay 
Medicine 1907 203 11 	% 	1 56 	27.6% 461 	24% 	19931 10.5 d. 
Surgery 556 11 2.0% 	26 5 	% 14 7 	26.9% 278 	50% 	7832 14.1 
Gynecology 69 1 1.4% 	3 4 	% 1 	33.3% 33 	48% 	878 12.7 
Ophthalmology 206 28 	14% 	1243 6.0 
E.N.T. 103 1 1 	% 1 100% 28 	27% 	530 5.1 
Urology 592 .3% 	12 2 	% 	3 4 	33.3% 243 	41% 	6402 10.8 
Orthopedics 462 .9% 	14 3 	% 	4 3 	21.4% 200 	43% 	6754 14.6 
Dermatology 17 5 	29% 	220 12.9 
Communicable 10 1 10 % 3 	30% 	120 12.0 
Neurology 37 16 	43% 	435 11.8 
Psychiatry 82 1 1' 	% 40 	49% 	1205 14.7 
TOTAL 4041 13 .4% 261 6% 	22 72 	28% 1335 	33% 	45550 11.3 d. 
Male 	1922 
Female 2119 
St. Cloud 
Other 
1548 
2493 
Catholic 	2326 
Protestant 1641 
Other 	74 • 
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1972 - 1973 
• AGES OF PATIENTS 
14 - 30 	0 
30 - 40 	6 
40 - 50 	21 
50 - 60 	7 
60- 65 	18 
65 - 70 	30 
70 + 	174 
DISCHARGE ANALYSIS 
Days 
Service 	• Patients Deaths Autopsies Cons. Stay 
Medicine 152 	33 	4 	9 	2687 
Surgery 	 46 5 1 3 	926 
Gynecology 5 	2 	1 	 109 
Otorhinolaryngology 1 9 
Ophthalmology 1 
Urology 16 3 5 
Orthopedics 30 1 3 
Neurology 3 
Psychiatry 2 1 
Total 256 44 6 21 
Average stay: 	19 days 
Male 	103 	From: St. Cloud 127 	Catholic 	147 .  
Female 153 Other 	129 	Protestant 107 
Other 	2 
Patients under 65: 	52 	Patients over 65: 204 
Total stay: 	974 days Total stay: 	3912 days 
Average stay: 19 days Average Stay: 19 days 
23 
302 
787 
24 
19 
4886 
• 
OCCUPANCY 
Census June 30, 1972  	10 
Patients transferrt;d from general hospital  	226 
Other admissions  	35 
271 
Deaths 	  44 
Transfers to general hospital  	12 
Other patients discharged 	 200 	256  
Patients in Extended Care Facility June 30, 1973. 	15 
Net patient days 	  4757 
Average daily census  	13 
% of occupancy  	52% 
Average stay  	19 	days 
Bed complement  	25 
-16- 
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Father John McManus, O.M.I. 
Director, Department of Spiritual Care 
• 
1972 - 1973 
The Spiritual Care Department functioned during fiscal 1973 with 
the following personnel: Two full-time Chaplains, one Catholic and one 
Protestant, the Catholic Chaplain also serving as department head; one 
part-time Staff Chaplain (Catholic) ;a Sister Visitor Coordinator; Chapel 
Custodian; Organist; and Housekeeping Aide. On June 30, after 22 years 
of service, our organist retired and at present this position is open. 
With the changing role of women in the Church and ministry in gen-
eral, the job title of Sister Visitor Coordinator has been changed to 
Associate Chaplain. This change reflects an intensified and expanded 
role for the Sister in this position. 
In particular the in-service programs on the respect for life theme 
were well received and in some instances will be repeated. 
One important thrust planned for fiscal 19 74 is to keep abreast of 
the developments in religion and health and their inter-relationship. A 
focus of attention is the "Ethical and Religious Directives." Outside 
speakers knowledgeable and current in the field will be utilized to up-
date the Medical Staff and hospital personnel. 
• 
Objectives developed from the work of various task forces are be-
ing studied with a view to implementation. In some instances this will 
mean an expansion of services and in oters an improvement in the quality 
of care. 
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William H. Rice, M.D 
Chief of Anesthesiology 
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1972 - 1973 
Anesthetics given in the surgical suite, 
X-ray Department and Emergency - 
1971 1972 19 73 
Outpatient Department  	• 	• 5990 6203 6738 
Anesthetics given in the Delivery Room . 1631 1474 1420 
Incidence of cardiopulmonary resuscitation 109 126 149 
Patients cared for in P  A R  5426 5617 5995 
Surgical patients sent to other 
nursing units for postanesthesia care 565 586 743 
The Department of Anesthesiology continues to grow in activity. 
The Obstetrical service has leveled off with no further decrease. 
New equipment in the continual quest for excellence includes an 
intra-arterial and venous pressure monitor with transducer and a 
transcutaneous Doppler for use during vascular surgery. 
Dr. Michael Espeland has returned from military service. Dr. 
Joseph Gacusana is also a new member of our staff. 
The School of Anesthesia continues to upgrade its activities. 
Graduation of three students took place August 7. 	Currently there 
are four students attending the school. 
g4% 
Eileen J. 
Department 
tafford-, C.R.N.A. 
Head, Anesthesia 
,00 
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1972-1973 
The Department of Dentistry has had an active year with several 
changes in the work of the department. For the first time the Depart-
ment of Dentistry has been represented on the Executive Committee of 
the Medical Staff, a change that came about with the adoption of new 
Medical Staff Bylaws last year. 
The department adopted Rules and Regulations for self-government 
and quality of care review. Another new activity within the department 
was the establishment of a method whereby better emergency room coverage 
is given in the area of dentistry. The department also began routine 
monthly chart review using the PAS system. 
Highlights for the Department of Dentistry were two continuing 
education sessions held during the year in conjunction with the St. 
Cloud Academy of General Dentistry. One of these was a full day 
session,and the other one-half day. Members of the Department actively 
participated in these programs. 
Through the work of members of the Department of Dentistry, the 
dental profession became a part of the Area 'lean Education Consortium 
and one of our department members serves on the governing body of the 
local Consortium. 
At the end of the fiscal year, Dr. Kenneth Catton, who served 
very effectively as Vice-Chief of Dentistry in 1972-73, was elected 
Chief of Dentistry for the coming year. Drs. John Kropp and T. H. 
Dedolph will serve with Dr. Catton as Vice-Chiefs, providing the De-
partment of Dentistry with a very efficient and capable leadership for 
a productive 197374. 
dam. e_ 
D. C. Pull,, D.D.S. 
Chief of Dentistry 
• 
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1972-1973 
Caveat Legor (let the reader beware) 
beware any report of annual nature particularly. Simple and 
massive statistics are used to overwhelm judgments. Progress is im-
plied if more patients were treated this year than last.The "quality 
of care" has captured the imagination of the masses and they may not 
know nor understand the need of individual dedication to a work-
oriented life in order to achieve significant progress on all levels 
of human endeavor. 
The Emergency Room-Outpatient Department is a strange combina-
tion of medical services. To have a highly trained, finely-tuned 
team of physicians, nurses, technicians, orderlies, etc., atmady-
alert for victims of trauma or medical catastrophe costs money. It 
costs even more to blunt this team's capability with inundations of 
minor ailments or ordinary medical diagnostics and treatment as now 
occurs in most Emergency Rooms. It seems to me this has occurred 
across the United States as a result of the unavailability of the 
physician's office after hours and on week-ends. Perhaps our system 
of medical care will have to separate the Emergency Room from the 
Outpatient Department, spatially as well as psychologically. It 
should be the first step in lowering costs of care to the minor 
"emergency" patient. 
Our Emergency Room is fast becoming a place in viich a physician 
would hope to land if he were a victim of major physician or medic al 
disease. Physician availability for directing his care, excellent 
nurses and technicians to aid in providing this care with the best 
of "back-up" services (X-ray and Lab) are codAned to provide reassue-
ance to the critical community around us. 
Ready for statistics? 
Unscheduled patients 	1971-1972  
Total  	11968 
Medical  	5291 
(1975 admitted) 
Surgical  	3841 
( 691 admitted) 
Orthopedic  	2836 
( 713 admitted) 
1972-1973 
13986 
6266 
(1974 admitted) 
4290 
( 623 admitted) 
3430 
( 730 admitted) 
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1971 - 1972 	1972 - 1973 
Times emergency call list was used 	789 492 
Patients seen by C.M.M.S. physicians 	(5 months) 1131 	1830 
Day with most patients 	Labor Day,1971 	Jan. 1, 1973 
73 patients 87 patients 
July 4 was again runner-up in number of 
there were 80; in 1971 there were 72. 
emergency patients. In 1972 
Scheduled mattents 1971 - 1972 1972 - 1973 
Total 	  2298 3036 
Proctoscopy 	 1400 1566 
Minor surgery  427 394 
Neurology consults and EMG's . 	 282 990 
Orthopedic procedures 	 189 136 
(ieph C. Belshe, M.D. 
Chief, Emergency-Outpatient Department 
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The Department of Medicine continued to meet at monthly intervals with 
our non-surgical colleagues, the pediatricians and psychiatrists, until March 
of this year. 	I found, and I believe that this finding was shared by most, 
that sharing our common interest in medical topics, particularly audit topics, 
was most rewarding. However, we found that each of the three departments had 
individual administrative problems. Therefore, by April the unofficial Sec-
tion of Medicine split into its three separate ways. I certainly hope that in 
the coming years we can continue on occasion to meet together on medical to- 
pics. 
Medical Grand Rounds, or Medical Case Presentations as they became known, 
continued to meet each Friday after the Forum. A rotation schedule was es-
tablished with interested internists and pediatricians. Each week a physician 
prepared a topic with cases for illustration. These meetings were highly in-
formative and I hope that a similar program will be continued. 
The Department, alig with the pediatricians and psychiatrists, continued 
to provide for one Forum a month. I wish to extend my many thanks to all who 
contributed many hours of study and preparation for both of these programs. 
The Section of Medicine continued to try to keep medical audit as its 
primary concern. Those topics which were completed during the past year with 
their program directors are as follows: 
1. Coronary Care Unit Utilization - Dr. R. Thienes 
2. Evaluation of Attempted Suicides - Dr. P. Warner 
3. Treatment of Hyaline Membrane Disease - Dr. B. John 
4. The Overall Evaluation of Diabetes - Drs. T. Cress and J. Ballantine 
Studies which were started but to date are incomplete are: 
1. Evaluation of Malabsorption Syndrome - Dr:T. Luby 
2. Evaluation and Treatment of Lung Cancer - Dr. P. Moran 
3. Evaluation of Patients with Renal Stones - Drs. Ballantine, T. Ehlen 
4. Pediatric Surgery - Dr. D. Heckman 
5. Sinusitis in the Pediatric Population - Dr. D. Heckman 
In addition the Department of Medicine conducted a monthly death review, 
an on-going evaluation of the care received by critically ill patients, and, 
of course, participated in Medicare Utilization Review. 	Reviewing PAS-MAP 
reports still remains a mystery to most of the members of the Department and 
should be a high priority for the coming year. 
Specialty Care , Units received considerable attention this past year. As 
previously reported in last year's summary, Dr. Luby's study showed that addi- 
tional Coronary Care Unit beds are necessary. The question arose as to whe- 
ther the CCU beds are being properly utilized. An excellent study designed 
by Dr. Thienes this past year left little doubt that the CCU beds are being 
properly utilized and continual spill-over occurred into the Intensive Care 
-22- 
Unit. The Respiratory Care Committee elected to utilize the present Inten- 
sive Care Unit as their unit, making it even more necessary to provide addi- 
tional CCU bedsto reduce the spill-over into ICU. 	Dr. James Kelly and Dr. 
Thomas Luby together with representatives of administration and nursing ser- 
vice make up a committee which is charged with the task of recommending to 
the department the best means to accomplish additional cardiac surveillance. 
The•leading possibility at this point is a complete cardiovascular ward con- 
sisting of a Coronary Care Unit; a step-down Coronary Care Unit, and conva- 
lescent general care beds. This perhaps would include a new electrocardio- 
graph physiologic testing laboratory which has been requested by the depart- 
ment. 
Dr. Moran together with representatives from the Department of Surgery 
and Nursing Service comprised a committee to advise the deptment on the best 
means of establishing an area-wide registry and clinic for patients with per- 
manent pacemakers. 
Obesity was a concern following the suggestion from Earl Pederson, Re- 
hab Coordinator, that the hospital establish an Obesity Clinic. The Depart- 
ment invited representatives of Tops, Weight Watchers, and Counterweight to 
present their programs to the Department, after which the Department felt 
that the existing programs are adequate and successful and another clinic is 
unnecessary. 
The Nursing Service Department in cooperation with the Continuing Educa- 
tion Department established an excellent patient cardiac teaching program 
which was approved by the department. The already established diabetic teach- 
ing program was also revamped and updated. One of the major criticisms of 
medicine today is that the patient is poorly informed about his disease and 
how to cope with it. Of course, the final responsibility rests with us phy- 
sicians to provide this information. My thanks, which I trust is echoed by 
the entire Medical Staff, goes out to Phyllis Burgmeier, Jeanette Carlson, 
Sally Grabuski, Donna Thompson and all of the many others who have taken time 
to organize this material and develop methodology by which it can be present- 
ed to patients collectively and individually. This effort is a good example 
of how a physician's task may be cared for by his medical associates, thus 
allowing him more time to provide services that only he can perform. . 
As reported in my previous annual report, Dr. Sisk left the hospital 
where he so ably headed the ECG Department. Computerized ECG reading was 
deemed inadequate by the department after solicIting opinion3 from the Medical 
Staff. 	Since that time the six active internists have rotated reading ECG's 
under contract with the hospital. 
Rules and regulations plus a revamped medical privileges list were sub- 
mitted to the Executive Committee and ultimately approved by that committee 
and the Board of Trustees. As previously reported, this is a giant step for- 
ward for the medical services following the lead of our surgical colleagues. 
The Area Health Education Center was discussed by the Department and 
section on several occasions. I would summarize the discussions as being con- 
structive, reserved and "Wait and see." I hope I speak for the Department of 
Medicine members when I say that we are most willing to participate in such • 
an adventure as long as it serves: 
• 
1. To provide improved medical education, 
2. To provide for improved medical services to the people of our 
community, and 
3. To encourage youngsters to follow health careers. 
I have been Chief of Medicine for two years and have erred it thoroughly. 
The good far outweighed the bad because of the support I received from the mem- 
bers of the department, my association with the administration, and particular- 
ly the help and support from the medical nurses and their head nurses. 
On May 25, 1973, at our last Department of Medicine meeting during the 
fiscal year, Dr. Harry Windschitl was chosen to be Chief of Medicine with Dr. 
R. Lawrence Thienes his assistant. 	I can't think of two wiser choices. I 
•pledge my support, and, I am sure, the support of all of the department mem- 
bers and the nursiT staff to them in.their leadership of this department whose 
role in hospital affairs will most certainly continue to expand. 
There are many things to be done. The impact of PSRO, QAP, and AHEC on 
the hospital scene and more particularly on the Department of Medicine is still 
uncertain but will undoubtedly be significant and bring changes. 	I am firmly 
convinced that if the Department of Medicine continues to take the posture 
that the care of the patient is first and continues to evaluate that care to 
make sure it is first rate, we ndn't fear the host of alphabetical abbrevia- 
tions thrust upon us. 
ome 	Ballantine, M.D. 
Chief of Medicine 
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1972 - 1973 
14 or 0.9% 
8 or 0.5% 
13 or 0.78% 
7 or 0.42% 
7 
None 
12 
None 
Mothers delivered 	 
19 71 1972 1973 
1791 1657 1627 
Spontaneous delivery 	• 	• 	• 1373 1279 1222 
Forceps delivery  281 257 271 
Breech or manual 	 62 43 41 
Cesarean section  75 78 93 
Maternal deaths 	  None None None 
Puerperal morbidity, cause unknown 2 1 1 
Infection following C. section None 3 None 
Total live births  	1789 	1657 	1626 
Viable births 	  
Nonviable by weight . 	. 	• 	• 
All newborn deaths 	 
Deaths of babies over 1000 gm. 
1782 
7 
22 or 1.2% 
15 or 0.8% 
Autopsy rate for newborn . • • 18% 
Number of stillbirths 	. 	. 21 
Autopsies on stillbirths . • • 4 
Twin births 	 14 
Triplet births  None 
Male infants discharged 	. . 865 
Female infants discharged . 921 
Infections (Newborn)  	None 	None 	None 
Weight of largest baby that lived 
Weight of smallest baby that lived 
11# 
2# 5 oz. 
11# 9% oz. 
2# 131 	oz. 2# 
11# 
112 oz. 
The Department of Obstetrics-Gynecology was organized and departmental regula-
tions were formulated. 
A fetal monitor for evaluating problem and high risk labor was obtained and is 
proving valuable. There has been considerable discussion on the format of the 
Pregnancy and Labor Record, but so far a substantial change has not been made. 
Audit-type review of obstetrical and gynecologic cases and review of the yeady 
statistics shows a high level of professional care. The nursing care remained at a 
high level and all signs indicate that this will continue. 
Donald Ritchie, M.D. 
Chief of Obstetrics-Gynecology 
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1651 	1620 
6 6 
• 
31% 	21% 
10 14 
5 3 
826 	833 
832 790 
1972 - 1973 
	
19 72 
	
1973 	Change 
OPHTHALMOLOGY 
Inpatients  	445 	415 	-30 
Consultations requested . . .  66 (15%) 	47 (11%) 	-19 (-4%) 
Average length of stay  	5.1 days 	4.9 days 	. .2 days 
Surgical procedures on inpatients 	463 	399 	-64 
NuMber of cataract extractions . 256 249 - 7 
Number of operations on eye muscles 	81 	55 	-26 
Consultations given to other services 103 	103 	None 
OTOLARYNGOLOGY 
Inpatients  	1008 	1156 	+148 
Consultations requested . • •  61 (6%) 	96 (8%) 	+ 35 (+2%) 
Average length of stay  	2.8 days 	2.8 days 	None 
Surgical procedures on inpatients 921 907 - 14 
Outpatient surgery 	 135 105 - 30 
Consultations given to other services 157 214 + 57 
Data are presented on the work of the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat 
Department over the past year. A continuing decrease in volume of oph- 
thalmic surgery is noted. 
Valuable equipment acquired includes a surgical erysophake and a 
giant magnet. 
Robert Koenig, M.D. 
Chief of Ophthalmology and Oto yngology 
growth and upgrading of care within ou 
ph Zelen M.D. 
Chief, Department of thopedic Surgery 
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1972 - 1973 
The Department of Orthopedic Surgery has continued to grow, especially in 
service to outpatients. The Department is happy that the rate of infection in 
clean operative cases remains low, well within acceptable limits. 
Bureaucrats should please note the continued decline in average length of 
patient stay! 
Inpatients Discharged Average Stay Infections 
1971 1799 12.4 days 
1972 1918 11.1 days 7 in 797 operations 
(0.9%) 
1973 1941 10.4 days 7 in 779 operations 
(0.9%) 
Patients In Emergency - Outpatient Department  
1971 
1972 
1973 
  
2430 (687 admitted) 
2836 (713 admitted) 
3430 (730 admitted) 
  
  
  
Department rules and regulations were approved and are now in effect. It 
appears that some revision will be necessary. 
Regular monthly meetings have been held. 	In the past year a representa- 
tive of the orthopedic nursing staff was invited to meetings and this has re-
sulted in much freer communication, mutual discussion of problems and improve-
ment of patient care. The regular department meetings include medical audit 
and education. All deaths are reviewed, infections of clean surgical wounds, 
interesting and unusual cases,and we also carry out current medical record re-
view to see that medical records on patients in the hospital are up to date 
and informative. 
We feel that the most important innovation of the year was review of all 
incident reports. Such reports are reviewed by category and certain categor-
ies are singled out for individual review. The number of incident reports 
has declined steadily, especially those on medication errors. 
An amputee clinic was started and has been held regularly with the spon-
sorship and assistance of the Department of Orthopedics and involvement of the 
Department of Rehabilitation. It is felt that this clinic will assume greater 
importance in the future. Approval and impetus for a new method of administer-
ing medications using a cart was provided by the Department of Orthopedic 
Surgery. The method is presently being tried and is yet to be evaluated. 
It is hoped that in the subsequent ear we will continue to see definite 
OP 
1972 - 1973 
• 
• 
The Clinical Laboratory's accomplishments over the past year fall into 
the category of refinement and improvement of existing techniques. 
In 1972-73 an extensive review of Blood Bank procedures was carried 
out. Several relatively minor changes in existing procedures were made and 
a few entirely new procedures were added. A few procedures were discontin-
ued. Two reagent enzymes and an additional reagent red cell panel were add-
ed to allow more rapid and complete identification of red cell antibodies. 
Auto controls and an improved antibody screening method have improved 
the sensitivity of the crossmatch procedure. 
Freezing of unusual antibodies and rare reagent red cells for future 
diagnostic use has begun. 
Several additional quality control procedures have been added. 
Fresh frozen plasma and cryoprecipitate are now on hand at S.C.H. and 
are immediately available for most patients. 
Some of the additional workload required by these changes has been ab-
sorbed by the addition of an automatic cell washing centrifuge to the Blood 
Bank equipment 
Early in 1973 the St. Paul Regional Red Cross began to test all donor 
blood and blood products for HB antigen (Australia antigen) by a two-day 
radioimmunoassay procedure, as well as by C.E.P., as they have done in the 
past. 
A change has also been made in procedures followed in cases of pater- 
nity testing, which is now being performed the ugh War Memorial Bank, /lin-
neapolis, which employs more extensive panels of cells and sera for testing 
and, therefore, offers more updated service. 
The service the Laboratory renders through its Bacteriology section 
also experienced refinements in the past year. New methods of anaerobic 
culturing and additional chemicals for better identification of the gram 
negative organisms are the most significant changes. 
The addition of a fluorescent microscope late in the fiscal year is 
the beginning point of modifications which will take place in the Bacteri-
ology section in the current year. 
During the past year the Laboratory charge for antibiotic sensitivity 
was discontinued. The purpose for doing this was to simplify the policies 
regarding the performance of this procedure without getting involved with 
many phone calls and refund paper work. The success of the philosophy that 
prompted this action is evidenced by the total absence of complaints about 
the quality of that part of the Laboratory operation. 
The Clinical Chemistry section developed a procedure for performing T4 
on site. The reduction in charge for the test plus the more prompt report-
ing of results have benefited the entire operation of thyroid function test-
ing. Attempts were made to develop other procedures to a more efficient 
mode, but to date the existing methodologies have proved to be more relia-
ble. Serum Ca++ and Cl fall into this category. Presently the DuPont Cor-
poration will be making available the procedure for performing serum iron 
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on the ACA. There is also an acid phosphatase procedure ready for delivery. 
Both of these tests, if they prove to be reliable, will benefit our Labora- 
tory operations. . 
The Laboratory received very good cooperation from the Red Cross Re-
gional Blood Center, the Mayo Clinic Reference Laboratory,Ortho Diagnostics 
and The DuPont Corporation. These are the organizations on which we are 
most dependent for support from outside the immediate hospital. Their co-
operation has made our operation run well and therefore deserve mention in 
this report. 
Seven students graduated from our technological training in the past 
year. Six will graduate in August of this year after they complete their 
twelve-month internship. Six students will begin their training period 
late in August. One student is currently enrolled in histologic technique. 
There are also plans to send one trainee to Madison, Wisconsin, for train-
ing in cytology. 
11(1- 
M. S. Bozanich, M.D., Pathologist 
Director of Laboratories 
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT • • • • 
Electrophoresis, hemoglobin 
Etoh analysis 	 
Folic acid  
Glucose, blood 	 
Glucose tolerance, 3 hr. 
Glucose tolerance, 5 hr. 
Iron, total 	  
Iron binding capacity • • 
LDH . 	  
Lend  
Lipase 	  
Lipids, total 	 
Lipo-protein 
Lithium 	  
Magnesium  
PCO2 	  
Ph, blood 	  
Phosphatase, acid . . • • 
Phosphatase, alkaline . 
Phosphorus 	  
Plasma acetone 	 
Plasma cortisol  
P02 	  
Potassium, blood . • • • 
Protein, A/G ratio . • • 
Protein bound iodine • • 
Salicylate 	  
Serum albumin  
Sodium, blood 	 
Special chemistry tests 
Special procedures . • • 
Thymol turbidity • • • • 
Thyroglobulin auto antibody 
Thyroxin binding globulin 
Tolb utamide, IV . . . • 
Transaminase, SGO . • • • 
Transaminase, SCP . . • • 
Triglycerides 	 
Urea nitrogen, blood . • 
Uric acid 	  
Vitamin A  
Vitamin B12 	  
Zinc 	  
electrophoresis 72 
46 
1 
392 
396 
648 
2,371 
650 
41 
59 
260 
4,897 
654 
2,577 
27 
10 
4,646 
446 
168 
266 
3 
2 
2 
4,382 
468 
2,576 
6,941 
2,252 
1 
121 
2 
cont'd. PATHOLOGY DEPARTMENT . • • 	• 20 1 815 
10 Bone marrow study . • • 155 
273 Cell morphology 	 0 
40 Cytology for malig. cells 9,791 
9,889 Frozen section 	 758 
208 Special stains 	 315 
113 Tissues: Gross only . 	• 	• 4,132 
195 Micro & gross 5,664 
154 
353 Autopsy sections 2,854 
5 Total sections 25,367 
26 
8 
BACTERIOLOGY DEPARTMENT 
AFB stain 	 
Anaerobic  
Bacterial culture 	• 
Culture, E  E S T 	 
• 
• 
• 
• 
18,169 
459 
212 
8,860 
1,390 
Culture, U  W 	• 489 
Fungus culture 	 210 
Fungus stain  110 
Gram stain 	 419 
Malarial smear 	 7 
NIH smear 	 6 
Ova and parasites • 	• • 134 
PKU 	  1,539 
Sensitivities 	 3,289 
Skin test 	 477 
TB culture  546 
Virus study 	 12 
Wet mount  10 
BLOOD BANK DEPARTMENT . . 20,014 
ABO .group 	 3,277 
Blood, 500 cc. 	 2,466 
Blood bank special • . 165 
Blood, packed cells . . • 1,417 
Blood, pediatric unit 40 
Crossmatch 	 8,287 
Direct Coombs  298 
Donors 	  23 
Fibrinogen transfusions 14 
Indirect Coombs 	 24 
Phlebotomy 	 50 
Plasma transfusion 	• • • 20 
Platelet conc. ser. 	• • . 34 
RH antibody titer . 	• • • 156 
RH type 	  3,542 
Rho Cam  201 
• 
• 
TOTAL AUTOPSIES 	 
Hospital deaths  
ECF deaths 	  
Coroner's autopsies, DOA 
Stillborn   
Emergency Room death . 
144 
107 
6 
27 
3 
1 
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126,034  
17,629 
17,66 8 
5 
5 
162 
17 
16 
23 
HEMATOLOGY DEPARTMENT • 
Capillary clotting • • 
Cell count ..... 
Cell indices, blood 
Clot retraction • • 
Cryoglobulins, qual. 
Differential • • 	
• 
ke bleeding time . 
1212135-  
205 
. 	19 
39 
. 8 
. 0 
. 19,560 
257 
13 
CLINICAL 
LABOg STORY • • • • 
Acetone, urine . • • • • 
Albumin, urine . 
Basal metabolism . . .  
Bile pigments • • 
Blood loss . 
Cystine • . 	
. 	. 
Fat stain . • .. 
Fat, 
quantitative • • • 
Fertility analysis studies 
Gastric analysis • • • • 
Glucose, urine ... 
	 . 
Max. breathing 
capacity . 
Microscopic' 
urine 	• c, 	•  
stool 
Occult blood, • 
• • 
Occult blood, urine •  
PH, urine • . . 
Pregnancy tests . . • • 
Protein, total, urine • 
PSP........ 
Porphyrins, urine . • • 
Semen analysis • • • • 
Serotonin ,  cavity, • • . Specific gr ity, urine 
Stone analysis • 
SPINAL 	 D FLUI
. 
Spinal fluid 
Spinal fluid 
Spinal fluid 
Spinal fluid 
4 226 
218 
60 
84 
30 
230 
115 
49 
70 
50 
356 
359 
50 
50 
2,50 5 
296 
uu 
Eosinophil, total . 
Erythrocyte count • 
Fibrinogen, qual.• • 
Fibrinogen, quan.. 
Fragility, capillar 
Uematocrit . . . . 
Hemoglobin . • • . 
L.E. Clot smear • 
Lee White Clotting 
Leukocyte count . 
P .T •T .... • • • 1,547 
1 Platelets . . . . . . 
Frothrombin consumption  6,726 
°thrombin time . . • 
 
342 
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT • 
Acetone, blood . 
Alcohol, blood 
Amnonia . . 
Amniocentesis • 
Amylase, blood • 
Amylase, urine 
Barbiturates • • 
Bilirubin . . 
1,5 89  
ri 	
R
te count • eticulocy  
Sedimentation rate . 
Sickle cell prep • . 
Smear for normoblasts• 
Special tests • . . . 
Throrboplastin generation 
Bramsulfalein CBSP) . 
	162 Bromide ..... . . 
Calcium, bloo • . • 
Calcium, urine • • • • 
Carbon monoxide • • 
Carotene 
	• 
ph Choi, Flocculation 221 
CG 
Chlorides, sweat • • 	
4, 5n 
Chlorides, 
bloo d . 
Cholesterol . . . 
• 
. 3,461 
Cholinesterase . . . . 
	6 
•
CO2 combining power . 4,536 3 
Creative 
clearance • •  
blood . • 1,97 
Creatinine , 
Creatinine Phos-Kinase 
	2 
Cryoglobulin • • • . 
	
278 
. 
Electrophores
is,protein  
• • 17,113 
42 
• • 0   
Y • 	
23 
• . 23,645 
. • 28,553 
. • 	256 
time 851 
. • 22,265 
. . 	663 
. 	. 	
31 
• • • 	
59 
	
. • • • 
1 
• • • 	
16 
. . . 	496 
• • • 
7 
. . • 	
16 
• • . . 2,405 3 
• 5,802 
• 3 
1 
51 
• 66,843 
o • 
36 
1 
8 
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Trypsin • • . 
TSB. ....... 
Tubeless Gastric CDiagnex) 
Urinalysis special • 
Urobilinogen, stool • 
Urobilinogen, 
urine • 
Vital capacity .. 
8 
59 
17,633 
126 
17,625 
• 769 
• 17,67 8 
17,632 
623 
10 
4 
• 13 
9 
7 
17,627 
57 
3 
10 
22 
579 
0 
• • 
• • 	4 
11 
SEROLOGY DEPARTMENT • • • . 
sin 0 titer Antistreptol y  
Brucella • • . . 
Cold Agglutinin .. 
C-Reactive Protein • • . 
Heterophile titer . . . . 
Vonospot• • . 
Paratyphoid A. • • . . • • 
Paratyphoid B .. 
Proteus OX 19 
R. A. Test • ..... 
Serology special tests 
Typhoid A • • • . . 
6 • • 
Typhoid 0 ........ 
VDRL • • . . . ..... 
... 	... 200 
cell count . 
colloidal gold 	
31 
differential 
0 
65 
serology • .  
• 
RADIOISOTOPES 	 
Blood colume 
Fertility studies 	. 	• 	• 13 
Red cell survival 	. 	. 2 
Schilling initial test 	 60 
Schilling intrinsic test 18 
T3 	  619 
T4  1,196 
Thyroid uptake, 1-131 	. 144 
FOR OTHER HOSPITALS . 	• 	• • 
Amniocentesis  1 
Atypical pseudocholinesterase 1 
Bladder tissue culture 	 1 
Blood gases 	 1 
C-Reactive protein . 1 
Chlorides 	  10 
Cold agglutinin 	. 	. 2 
Creatinine Phos-Kinase . 64 
Dark field penile lesion 1 
Diff. checked by pathologist 	1 
Direct Coombs  
	
1 
Indirect Coombs  
	
1 
Lactic dehydrogenase 	.  
	
6 
L.E. clot test  
	
9 
Lead  
	
1 
Pap smears  
	
361 
Potassium 	 3 
PSP  
	
1 
R. A. Latex  
	
2 
Schilling test  
	
2 
Sickle cell prep  
	
2 
Sodium  
	
1 
Spinal fluid glucose & protein 1 
Stone analysis  	2 
Tissue total  	501 
Gross 	  185 
Microscopic . 	. 	 316 
Total fat, 24 hours . • • • 	1 
Transaminase  	2 
Urine calcium  	1 
2) 053 
6 
981 
/1 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS 
1972 
Inpatient . 	460 
Outpatient . 143 
1972  
. . 	603 
1973 
583 
192 
1973  
775 
• 
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Donald Heckman, M.D. 
Chief of Pediatrics 
• 
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1972 - 1973 
The census in the Pediatrics Department has dropped somewhat in the past 
year, especially in the under-age-2 group, (from 587 to 512), and it will pro- 
bably continue to drop. 	Admissions in the age 2 to age 14 group decreased 
from 1560 to 1545. The availability of more pediatricians and the current ten- 
dency to not hospitalize children because of fever both contribute to this de- 
crease in occupancy. The average length of stay remained constant at 4.1 days. 
Reasons for hospitalization were classified as follows: 
General Medicine 	 •  
General Surgery  
Gynecology  
Orthopedics  
Urology 	  
Dermatology  
Eye  
Ear, Nose and Throat 	 
Communicable 	  
Neurology  
Psychiatry  
	
1971 
	
1972 
	
1973  
808 845 763 
265 
	
289 
	
248 
7 6 1 
129 
	
144 
	
146 
99 108 147 
19 
	
15 
	
10 
96 86 79 
764 
	
556 
	
574 
31 21 23 
65 
	
63 
	
55 
10 14 11 
Late in Spring the Department started meeting by itself instead of with 
the Department of Medicine. 	Departmental rules were written. 	The use of 
subcutaneous fluids was discontinued and standing orders have been updated. 
• 
Dr. John Wall conducted an ongoing inservice program on the station. 
When student nurses were on the Pediatric station, • they spent some time in 
the offices of all of the pediatricians as a learning experience. 
A beginning was made toward getting equipment for intensive care for pre- 
mature infants and young babies including monitoring devices for pH, PCO2, 
blood pressure, electroencephalography, and more. 	A decision on where this 
unit should be located will have to be made. 
The presurgical party invitation list was expanded to include all sched-
uled patients and their brothers and sisters. There is more emphasis now on 
play for the patients. Visiting hours have been changed to allow parents to 
visit at any time. 
In the new year the department will concern itself with plans for the 
intensive respiratory care unit, with more doctor involvement in inservice 
training for patient care personnel, and with medical audit reviews that will 
document the excellent quality of care that our patients receive. 
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1972 - 1973 
The following pertinent statistics help, in part, to tell the story of 
the work done in the Department of Psychiatry 
Total number of patients admitted 
in 1972-1973: 
1971-72 1972-73 
497 477 
Female 	  328 298 
Male  169 179 
Total number of adolescent patients 
(Age 13 to 18) 113 72 
Female 	  69 51 
Male  44 21 
Total number of patients over 65 40 49 
Number of patients readmitted 153 158 
Number of patients given electroshock 19 13 
Number of patients transferred 
to Day Care program 19 
Number of patients on Night Care 12 12 
Number of patients transferred 
to State hospital 21 32 
Average daily census on 2 West 20 22 
Number of patients from outside 
Mental Health Center catchment area 37 
The continued effectiveness of the Emergency Psychiatric Phone Service 
is evident from the following statistics: 
Total number of calls received 
1971-72 1972-73 
414 449 
Calls from females 279 309 
Calls from males 107 122 
Callers who hung up 26 17 
Wrong number calls 2 11=00 OMB 
Prank calls' 1 
Calls resulting in admission to unit 15 25 
Calls from females 11 16 
Calls from males 4 9 
Calls referred to back-up staff 6 4 
Calls from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. 200 218 
Calls from 7 p.m. 	to 7 a.m. 214 231 
Weekend calls (7 p.m. Friday to 
7 a.m. Monday 142 162 
-3/1-- 
There has been an increase in the number of individuals who walk into 
the ward, ask for help and are seen by a member of the staff. They some-
times come as a result of using the Emergency Phone Service, but others 
simply need immediate help and come directly to the hospital. The Emergen-
cy Room staff has been most cooperative in sending these patients to the 
ward for the help they need. An average of fifteen people a month are seen 
on this basis. 
The Department also conducts group counseling for married couples and 
entire families. Forty-five couples participated in married couple's 
groups for a total of 84 sessions, with three or four couples in each 
group. Thirty-four families were involved in a total of 118 family group 
sessions. The group activity program was extended from a five-day to a 
six-day week to accommodate the numbers of people in need of this service. 
Staff on the Mental Health Unit have becoffie more involved with the 
rest of the general hospital and are participating more in consultation, 
staffing, nursing care conferences and continuing education programs on 
other units. The staff elected to adOpt the experimental 10-hour, 4-day 
work week and find this very satisfactory. 
In November of 1972 Michael Becker, the unit's Social Worker, became 
Director of the Rehabilitation Division of the hospital. Clayton Skredt-
vedt, M.S.W., assumed Mike's position on the unit and has proved to be a 
valuable asset to the unit, especially with his ideas for group therapy. 
We plan to extend the Day Care Program from two to four days a week 
in September, 1973, at which time we will have two groups of 15 patients, 
each meeting two days a week. As previously mentioned, an increasing num-
ber of patients are being transferred into the Day Care Program. 
Some of our plans for the future inclide keeping more detailed records 
on our walk-in patients and better documentation of our Emergency Services, 
writing overall objectives for some services that presently have no written 
guidelines, and perhaps publishing some information about our program in 
appropriate journals. 
Items for future consideration by the Department of Psychiatry in-
clude crisis team visitation for our area of service and enlargement of our 
outreach programs in general. 
Under the capable leadership of Dr. H. J. Brattensborg, Chief of Psy-
chiatry for 1973-1974, and with the continued cooperation of the Medical 
Staff and the hospital administration, I am sure that we are looking to-
ward another rewarding year in the Department of Psychiatry. 
(j-eLJ 
Paul L. Warner, M.D. 
Chief of Psychiatry 
• 
1972 - 1973 • 
This past year a quality control system has been implemented which pro-
vides a measure for the level of quality of patient care in the department. 
The Radiology quality control plan provides a check list of key points, which 
is done by the technical staff through random sampling in each area of acti-
vity and all patient examination rooms. This information is documented and 
all discrepancies are reviewed at regular department meetings in an effort to 
improve the quality of patient care. A system for evaluation and control of 
the technical exposure charts used by staff and student technologists and in 
film processing has been introduced. In-service education focuses on proper 
use of exposure charts, film processing techniques, proper use of equipment, 
radiographic positioning and other areas of interest, with the entire tech-
nical staff participating. 
The statistics covering work performed indtate that there is an increase 
in the number of examinations performed, and the number of patients referred 
for curative radiation programs. Substantial increases in special procedures 
and radioisotope scanning were again experienced this past year. The purchase 
of the nuclear camera in isotope scanning has improved this service and ex-
tended the diagnostic capabilities in this area. 
1972 - 73 	1971 - 72 
Fluoroscopic examinations 	6,229 5,809 
Other radiographic examinations 	36,928 	33,928 
Radioisotope scan 	820 	682 
Therapy 	 3,524 	3,269 
Special procedures 	456 	376 
Total In- and Outpatient Activity 47,957 	44,064 
The School of Radiologic Technology will graduate nine students in this 
year's class and they will write their natio...ial registry examinations in No-
vember. Nine freshman students will enter their two-year training program in 
September, 1973. 
Will 	Held, M.D. 
Chief of Radiology 
Dirtio tUttletti 
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1972 — 1973 
In the period of time covered by this report, in addition to the energy 
spent by members of the Department of Surgery in their clinical work, consider-
able work was done on the two major topics of the year, namely, organization 
and audit. 
The groundwork laid in previous years for the organization of the Depart-
ment of Surgery culminated in the development of Rules and Regulations for the 
department which were submitted to and approved by the Board of Trustees. 
Monthly meetings of the department were held and stress was placed not only on 
the administrative aspects but also on evaluation of professional activities. 
Because of conflicting operating schedules, 7:30 a.m. on the last Thursday of 
each month was chosen for meetings. This has proved to be workable. 
Cases in which the final tissue diagnosis varied from the clinical diagno-
sis were reviewed at almost every meeting and gave an indication of what I con-
sider a high level of performance. In one representative month there were four 
cases out of 399 that required review and on studying the charts, all of the 
procedures were considered justified. In another month one of 319 cases re-
quired review and in the November to February time period, 5 cases out of 1412 
were reviewed. With no clear-cut guidelines, the department defined postopera-
tive death as one that occurs within thirty days of surgery even if the patient 
is discharged from the hospital before the end of that time. The Department 
feels that there should be review of all patients who die within thirty days of 
surgery, even if the death occurs outside the hospital. It is hoped that 
cases of deaths elsewhere will be brought to the attention of the Department by 
the attending physician. The definition of 30 days as the postoperative period 
was effective July 1, 1973; previously the period was 10 days. 
• 
• 
Reported infections were reviewed by the Department, but it was felt that 
many infections were not as well documented in the charts as the ideal would 
demand, and it is hoped that attending physicians will be more diligent in re-
porting postoperative infections so that efforts at prevention will be more 
meaningful. 
In addition to chart reviews for tissue discrepancies,deaths and postoper-
ative infections,several studies in the nature of an audit were made. Initially 
a study was made of the patients over age fifty who had a general anesthetic to 
determine the advisability of certain criteria and their general acceptance. 
Charts were studied for the presence of history and physical examination, chest 
x-ray, urinalysis. and CBC before surgery. The high percentage (95% to 100%) of 
all of these done prior to elective surgery not only indicated the general 
acceptance of the importance of these procedures but also showed that our hos-
pital compares very favorably with other hospitals studied. A previous study 
on carcinoma of the colon categorized a wealth of information, but the small 
number (56) of patients suggested that this should be an ongoing study, to be 
updated at a later time in hopes that valuable conclusions can be drawn. 
A study of antibiotic usage in hernia operations, breast and gallbladder 
operations was done. No definite conclusions could be drawn from this study. 
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A study of cholecystectomies was undertaken in which certain criteria and 
predictions for preoperative workup and postoperative care were drawn up by 
the surgeons. The actual percentages were remarkably close to the prediction. 
Another study was set up to evaluate our experience in hernia repairs and this 
study is now in progress. 
At this point the department wishes to thank Dr. Robert Cumming for the 
effort he has put into couelating these data and the splendid cooperation from 
the Medical Record Department. 
As required by the bylaws,the annual applications for surgical privileges 
were reviewed and recommendations submitted to the Board of Trustees. 
Statistics show an increase in the number of surgical procedures: 
Procedures  
In the O.R.  
General Surgery 
Gynecology 
Urology 
Observation cystoscopy 
Orthopedics 
Ophthalmology 
Ear, Nose, Throat 
Obstetrics 
Total  
Inpatients 
1972 1973 
2291 2365 
797 	846 
516 	796 
231 	311 
797 	779 
440 	399 
786 	907 
234 	273 
6092 6676 
Outpatients 
	
1972 	1973  
47 	31 
11•1M. WIMP 	 41•11111 OMB 
•••■ ONNINI 51 
.111,. MN. 	 SIM 41•111. 
10 4 
23 
	
24 
135 
	
105 
1 	1 
216 	216  
Total 
1972 	1973 
2338 	2396 
797 846 
516 	847 
231 311 
807 	783 
463 423 
921 	1012 
235 274 
6308 	6892 
In the Outpatient Department 
General Surgery 152 148 209 197 
Proctoscopy 1234 1336 166 230 
Gynecology 1 2 1 3 
Urology 3 1 15 13 
Orthopedics 66 51 123 85 
Ophthalmology 1 1 1 9 
Ear, Nose, Throat 7 5 37 15 
Total 1464 1544 552 552 
In the Nursery  
Circumcisions 
361 
	
345 
1400 
	
1566 
2 5 
18 
	
14 
189 136 
2 
	
10 
44 20 
2016 
	
2096 
733 	778 
Day hours available for surgery in five major rooms 9110 
Day hours used in five major rooms 	 8230 or 90% 
Day hours available in cystoscopy room . 	• 	• 	• • 	• 1984 
Day hours used in cystoscopy room  902 or 45% 
Emergency hours used 	  1595 
The department plans to continue auditing projects as one more means for 
self evaluation in an effort to maintain a high degree of excellence in the 
treatment of surgical patients. 
• //) (?, 
Roger/A. Rovelstad, M.D. 
Chief of Surgery 
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1972 - 1973 
During 1972-73 we lived through Phases II and III, had the price 
freeze thrust upon us on June 13, and we are now looking at Phase IV. 
The Accounting Department worked with the Director of Fiscal Services 
in attempting to keep St. Cloud Hospital in compliance with the var-
ious regulations and restrictions. 
The department moved from its temporary quarters on 3 North to 
its present remodeled but incomplete area on the first floor. The re-
modeling should be completed by 1974. 
A computerized system for hospital equipment became operational 
during the year. An inventory will have to be taken during the com-
ing year to determine that departments have the equipment which has 
been charged to them. The computerized general ledger system did not 
become a reality this year due to redefining priorities. 	It is ten- 
tatively planned for the 1973-74 fiscal year. 	Time was spent with 
the Systems Design Department in its work with various departments, 
especially nursing service, on budgeting and reporting techniques. 
During 1972-73 the Accounting Department assumed the task of 
maintaining and collecting the student loans from the School of Nurs-
ing. 
We are looking forward to another challenging year that will be 
as successful as the last with the continued cooperation we have al-
ways received. 
alit-0116Q 
Ronald C. Spanier 
Director of Accounting 
• 
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A year's experience in implementing and working with the guide-
lines for placement of patients and utilization of beds has been most 
valuable in planning for the coming fiscal year. Through joint ef-
forts with Nursing Service, revised guidelines have been established. 
A decision was made to maintain 2 North as a 23-bed medical unit with 
a permanent care staff. It is difficult to determine what effect the 
required establishment of a Quality Assurance Program within our hos-
pital during the coming year will have on bed utilization and estab-
lished guidelines. Acceptance of continual change and flexibility 
will be necessary in adjusting to future needs. The wide fluctuation 
in average daily census that took place in 1972-73 were good practice 
for whatever can happen: From 290 in July to 378 in January and down 
again to 332 in June. 
After the completion of a cost and work study within our depart-
ment, we revised the staffing patterns and developed a quality con-
trol checklist. Our quality control program has been effective in i-
dentifying areas in which improvement is needed as well as serving as 
an indicator of effectiveness of operation within our department. 
Radio and press policies and procedures were developed as a 
guide for releasing information to the news media. Meetings will be 
planned in the months ahead with the radio and press representatives 
to promote understanding and communication. 
During the year 18,415 inpatients were admitted and 17,528 out-
patients were registered. This is an increase of 4,266 over the last 
fiscal year. 
We are grateful for the cooperation of the Medical Staff, nurs-
ing personnel, Auxilians, Candy Stripers and the various departments 
of the hospital for working with us in carrying out our objectives 
and goals in fulfilling patient needs. 
o 
Sister Rita Budig, O.S.B. 
Director of Admissions 
As we examine our records for the year, it is evident that one of the ad-
vantages of a 	treatment program 	like ours is that we predominantly treat pa- 
tients 	from our local area. 	This gives us 	an advantage 	in following their 
progress after they leave treatment. 	The following table indicates the origin 
of our patients: 
Stearns 227 Kandiyohi 2 
Benton 63 Jackson 2 
Unknown 18 Anoka 1 
Crow Wing 16 Carlson 1 
Sherburne 15 Carver 1 
Hennepin 13 Clay 1 
Morrison 9 Beltrami 1 
Wright 6 Cass 1 
Ramsey 6 Onamia 1 
Mille Lacs 5 Missouri 1 
Meeker 4 N. Dakota 1 
Todd 4 S. Dakota 1 
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This was the second year of existence for the Alcohol and Chemical Addic- 
tion Center of St. Cloud Hospital. It was a year of growth and development. 
Before presenting the statistical record of the year, we should look at 
the significant fact that in the two years of our•existence there are over 150 
addicted persons who are now maintaining their sobriety and have been sober 
after one treatment session in our program. Most of them are still active in 
our follow-up program and either attend our Friday night meetings at the hos- 
pital or weekly meetings of Alcoholics Anonymous, or both. 	In addition, we 
now have 
more 	
more than 50 ex-patients who have returned here for treatment 
one or times before achieving stable sobriety. When we think of restored 
homes, improved family relationships and improved responsibility at work and 
in the community, this is a very satisfying record. 
The following table indicates our growth during our second year: 
1971-72 1972-73 
Admissions 	  313 400 
Men  	227 343 
Women 	  86 57 
Completed treatment  	113 	141 
Average length of stay for 
treatment  	27.5 days 	30.2 days 
Detoxification only  	189 	259 
Average length of stay for 
detoxification  	3.3 days 	2.6 days 
Average number of patients/day 	10.7 	 13.8 
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It is also interesting to know our sources of referral. 	The following 
table shows the sources of our patients during the past year: 
Police 	 115 
Self-admitted 	 110 
Family 	 89 
Other units of this hospital 23 
Alcohol counselors 	21 
Courts 	 18 
AA members 	14 
Sheriff 7 
Highway Patrol 	2 
Mental Health Center 1 
The social events of the year for our staff and ex-patients began with a 
celebration of our first anniversary. Over 500 persons helped share our birth-
day cake. A picnic was held at Riverside Park during the summer. Christmas 
was celebrated at the hospital with Santa Claus for the children of our ex-pa-
tients. 
The Spiritual Care Department of St. Cloud Hospital held a one-day con-
ference on "The Effect of Alcoholism On The Family," on January 23, 1973. The 
Reverend Philip Hansen of Northwestern-Abbott Hospital was the main speaker. 
St. Cloud Hospital and the Alcohol and Chemical Addiction Center were the hosts 
for a meeting of the Minnesota Alcohol Counselors Association on February 23. 
Continuing Education provided opportunities for many members of our staff. 
An all-day, in-service session was held for the entire staff in the 7th floor 
classroom. During this session our staff heard a presentation by Miss Patricia 
Murphy on Transcendental Meditation. A four-session course on Transactional 
Analysis, for our staff as well as other hospital personnel, was taught by 
Chaplain Al Wiger of Willmar State Hospital. A course for credit was provided 
in the hospital by St. Cloud State College. 
Patricia Zabinski and Peter Honer attended the School on Alcoholism Stud-
ies at the University of Utah. Sam Slack, Kay Smidt and Sue Meers attended 
the Minnesota School on Alcoholism, held in Rochester, Minnesota. Mary Anne 
Daniel attended the School of Drug Studies held at Camp Idihopi. Ruth Mestnik 
attended the Minnesota Nurses Association session on chemical dependency. 
A research project was instituted on our unit to determine the possible 
value of bio-feedback training for relaxation for chemically dependent persons. 
Before beginning the research project, Dr. Paul Warner, Paul Kurtz and Sam 
Slack went to the Menninger Foundation in Topeka, Kansas, for a two-day in-
struction session on the use of bio-feedback instrumentation. 
Weekly patient-centered staff meetings were initiated this year by our 
staff. We continue to use the team approach in our treatment center. My sin-
cere thanks to each member of the team: physicians, secretary, nurses, assist-
ants, transcribers, counselors,coordinator of follow-up activities, chaplains, 
social workers, occupational and recreational therapists. Together we are one 
of the finest alcohol and chemical treat  treatm6i centers in the nation. 
• 
-) (2)/ 
Paul S. Kurtz, Program D 	for 
Alcohol and Chemical Addictiw Center 
((A, 
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Business Office personnel have the duty of collecting payment for ser-
vices received by patients from all of the departments in the hospital as well 
as from the personnel working here, so that the St. Cloud hospital may contin-
ue to give these services to the many who come here. 
During the fiscal year the Business Office collected $12,689,873.72. This 
was accomplished by increased efforts to collect from patients at the time of 
discharge and increased pressure on all third pay, which is 70% of the out-
standing accounts. We have also streamlined our collection procedures regard- 
ing outpatient accounts. 
We hold a meeting once a week to keep all employees informed about new 
policies and procedures. This gives each employee in the office an opportunity 
to ask questions and to make suggestions. 
Our greatest amount of contact with the patient and his family is at the 
time of discharge although we work closely with the Social Service Department 
on patients referred to their office for possible financial assistance. We 
also obtain insurance coverage information on the, patient and assist him in 
setting up the balance for payment of his account or obtaining assistance from 
a welfare agency when necessary. 
At the time of discharge we can be of great service to the patient by our 
courtesy in answering the many questions they have about their bills and by 
filling out their insurance forms so that they are able to collect their bene-
fits from insurance companies. We also assist them in completing claim forms 
when they are unable to do so and explain bow to go about collecting for the 
various doctor,ambulance and drug bills they may have. When the patient leaves 
our office he knows exactly how the bill is being handled and exactly what we 
expect of him. 
As of June 1, 1973, we have a Micro Camera Reader and Printer and we are 
presently in the process of preparing and filming paid-up accounts which date 
back to 1970. 
Although it is less gratifying to take than to give, we believe that the 
Business Office can be of great service to our fellow= by courteous, effi-
cient and proper methods of collecting patients' accounts. This is our goal. 
If we accomplish it, the St. Cloud Hospital will be able to continue to give 
service to mankind. 
/4) 
Wayfle R. Lauermann 
Business Office Manager 
• eotdui.c.sw. 1972 - 1973 
1971 1972 1973 
Distilled water production in gallons . 	• 	• 2,947 2,742 3,169 
Parenteral solutions 	 28,957 26,557 29,455 
Items Supplied 
Nursing units 	  18,624 20,438 21,338 
Emergency Outpatient Department 	 2,033 2,912 3,301 
Operating Room 	  68,288 75,258 89,658 
Obstetrics  6,604 6,212 6,099 
Postanesthesia Recovery Room 	 642 1,203 1,330 
Anesthesia Department 	 3,611 5,272 5,840 
Inhalation Therapy Department 	  1,545 1,475 1,255 
X-ray Department 	  314 81 297 
Laboratory Department: 
Miscellaneous  378 136 869 
Glassware processing hours 	 2,288 2,496 2,152 
Housekeeping Department (Bedside Utensils). 23,391 26,136 29,669 
Our processing of instruments, equipment and the dispensing of sup- 
plies has increased in the past three years. The most significant change 
has been in the processing and recycling of instruments and equipment. 
Our emphasis this coming year will be in our processing area. 	A 
short study has been made to determine our needs and what direction we 
might take to improve and more efficiently handle the cleaning, assem-
bling and sterilization of all recyclable items. 
Our quality control system has been in effect for several months. 
We have a complete procedure manual for quality control including stand- 
ards, instructions, work sheets and result graphs. 
Maynard Lommel 
Supervisor, Central Service Department 
- 4 4- 
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1972 - 1973 
For the Annual Report of the Continuing Education Department,I would like 
to use the words "growth" and "change" to explain our activities during 1972_-
73, growth and change in the programs presented as well as in the staff of our 
department. 
GROWTH 
Orientation: An orientation for new and/or promoted managers at St. Cloud Hos-
pital was developed. A trial implementation started in June, 1973, for elev-
en department heads, assistant department heads, head nurses, assistant head 
nurses and supervisors. We hope to continue to refine this orientation pro-
gram in 1973-74. We hope to utilize the Area Vocational School for Ward Clerk, 
Transcriber and Nurse Aide training in 1973-74. 
On-the-job training: The Continuing Education and Library Committee was de- 
veloped in 1972-73 with active participation by representatives from each di- 
vision. 	This committee worked to upgrade the books and magazines in the hos- 
pital library. 	They also helped determine the need for hospital-wide educa- 
tion programs and feedback on programs presented. 	Some of the major programs 
presented in 1972-73 were: Death Seminar, Respiratory Care Seminar, Venereal 
Disease Seminar, Pharmacology Course, Self-Analysis Workshop, Caring: The Es-
sential Ingredient, Telephone Etiquette, Cancer Workshop, Alcoholism Workshop, 
Family Counseling Workshop, and Hospital Rigor Mortis: Resistance to Changa. 
The Supervisory Management Course was offered to thirty managers at St. Cloud 
Hospital. 
The Adventures in Attitudes Course was offered to 85 employees from all divi-
sions and departments. 
The Management Assessment tool was developed and implemented to all Division 
Directors and department heads in 1972-73. This tool.is to help the individual 
manager determine his or her needs for future development. 
In 1972-73 we made 45 new videotape recordings of various programs for playback 
capabilities to all employees on all three shifts. In January, 1973, the 
closed circuit television system was finished which enabled us to broadcast to 
12 classroom locations throughout the hospital. Channel 6 is used to broadcast 
the Network for Continuing Medical Education videotaped programs and the Con- 
tinuing Education Hour live, filmed or videotaped programs. 	Channel 13 is 
used for patient education programs such as the diabetic classes. 	Numerous 
videotapes were made of individual patients showing their growth and progress 
during hospitalization. In 1973-74 we will enhance the production quality of 
the videotape recordings due to an upgraIng of our current TV system and staff 
abilities. 
Continuing Education: Tuition reimbursement was approved and utilized by 23 
employees to continue their education by taking health-related courses. We 
hope to continue to utilize our area colleges and vocational school for courses 
for all health care personnel in 1973-74. • 
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Area Health Education Consortium: Our department staff was involved in plan-
ning, coordinating, and implementing programs for nurses and allied health 
professionals in central Minnesota during 1972-73. Many central Minnesota 
health institutions are currently invited and attending our hospital educa-
tional programs. The Supervisory Management Course was offered to 12 managers 
in the Cambridge area during May and June, 1973. We will continue to devote 
part of our time and abilities to AHEC programs in 1973-74. 
CHANGE  
Department Staff: The most outstanding changes have occurred in the Continu-
ing Education Department members and titles. Ed Tschimperle moved to St. 
Mary's Hospital at Rochester, Minnesota; Sally Grabuski was promoted to Di-
rector, Continuing Education on June 1, 1973; Donna Thompson was promoted to 
the newly-titled position of Education Coordinator for Nursing Division. In 
1973-74 she will focus her attention on the educational needs of all depart-
ments in the Nursing Division (Admissions, Surgery, Central Service, School 
of Nursing, and Nursing Service Departments). Carolyn Andrews' title has 
changed to Education Coordinator for Nursing Service but her functions remain 
largely the same. Jeanette Carlson spent eight month in our department 
learning teaching skills to help her coordinate the Diabetic Teaching Program. 
Don Ferdinandt continues to meet our hospital audiovisual needs as the A-V 
Technician. Joan Rajala is our Secretary and continues to coordinate the 
General Orientation Program. 
Focus: During 1973-4 our Department will focus on identifying the education-
al needs of all hospital departments. 
We have had an exciting year of growth and change in 1972-73 and look 
forward to more of the same in 1973-74: 
EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS BUT YOU MUST OPEN THE DOOR: 
S,L)A(Mrs.) . ly Grabuski 
Director, Continuing Education Department 
• 
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1972 - 1973 
Looking back on fiscal 1972 - 1973 brings to mind the concept of perpet-
ual change. With a significant number of major systems installed, it seems 
that well over 50% of the systems and programming effort is spent on updating 
and expansion of existing systems. We have also discovered the need for more 
controls and methods for increasing the systems reliability. One method used 
to increase reliability during the past year was development of optional me-
thods of processing to protect against failure of certain components of the 
computer system. With this type of protection we are able to reduce the 
number of times that the system is down due to electronic or mechanical com-
puter failure. 
Future protection against down time may be enhanced if we are able to e-
conomically link a low speed character printer to the B-2500 system. This 
could be used for night printing of early morning reports such as the census, 
patient-by-doctor lists, religion reports, and laboratory reports. Though 
this type of unit would be limited in its application, it could almost elim-
inate weekend maintenance calls which frequently are due to the malfunction 
of the printer. 
New systems installed or designed in the past year include the statistics 
and billing system for the Mental Health Center and the pharmacy inventory 
control system. Several sub-systems were designed and implemented including 
Medicare outpatient billing, Blue Cross admission notices, variable budgeting 
and the automatic salary increment program. Surprisingly enough, the sub-sys-
tems often require the greatest amount of effort since they normally involve 
complex routines which are integrated in the system with the objective of 
saving personnel hours. This is especially true in the payroll-personnel pro-
grams where the routines installed must be capable of handling every excep-
tion that may occur for over 1200 employees. 
• 
If we could imagine for a moment what the future might bring in the e-
lectronic environment, we would probably see a marked increase in the use of 
Mini-Computers throughout the entire industry. This is gradually becoming a 
reality especially in hospitals where the number of different applications 
warrant the use of individual dedicated systems tied to some sort of central 
control. In our hospital we already have a need for better data communica-
tion and with electronic equipment improving in quality (and in some cases 
decreasing in price) there should be less difficulty in justifying data com-
munications within the next 12 to 18 months. 
Terry Heinen 
Data Processing Manager • 
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This Year Last Year 
Total meals served 	 638,424 657,255 
Daily average  1,749 1,796 
Meals served to patients . • • 349,125 346,144 
Daily average 	 956 946 
Modified diet percentage 34.5% 28.3% 
Other meals served  
	
289,299 
	
311,111 
Daily average  792 850 
Diet counseling  
	
1,731 	1,745 
Ounces of formula prepared . • • 	20,474 	30,270 
Patient  Service 
After reviewing construction timetables and determining the temporary fa-
cilities available, the dietary management adopted the objective that patient 
service would not be affected by renovation. All employees accepted the chal-
lenge and for the most part responded with patience, ingenuity and humor. The 
most serious difficulty occurred during the last two months of the year when 
the manually operated tray conveyor extended the tray service time by 15 min-
utes. 
Not all patients are best served by delivering a tray to their bedside. 
The requests for picnics, barbecues and bag lunches increased this year as 
hospital , units engaged in more diverse activities as a part of patient care. 
Good intra- and intcrdepartmeut communication is essential in these innova-
tions if patient satisfaction and cost control are to be achieved. 
While not able to supply dietary facilities at this time, dietitians 
offered suggestions to a community group arranging hot meal service to home-
bound elderly and ill people. 
Administrative Service 
Although it had been planned to have an outside caterer supply employee 
meals the second half of the year, lack of interest among local suppliers 
caused a change of plans and the dietary department continued to operate a 
limited menu cafeteria. Special events were markedly restricted during the 
entire year. 
Contractors completed Phase 1 of the department renovation. This includ-
ed the offices and classroom,bakery,walk-in refrigerators, freezers and dish-
room. Convection ovens, a 3-section dishwasher and dryer, conveyor for tray 
disassembly and interior release locks on walk-ins were major improvements. 
Staffing patterns were revised. 	There was a decrease in cafeteria per- 
sonnel, but additional cleaning, distance between temporary units and adjust-
ment to new equipment absorbed time in other units. A standby personnel pool 
was initiated. 
-48- 
Education  
Department inservice continued on a bi-monthly schedule. Topics includ-
ed were telephone etiquette, personal hygiene, safety and sanitation, food 
handling, meat and salad preparation, communication,community responsibility, 
modified diets and "Adventures in Attitudes." 
Dietitians presented nutrition information to employees during the hos-
pital diabetes testing program and during Nutrition Week through displays and 
film presentations. Three dietetic students from the College of St. Benedict 
used the department as a laboratory for course work. A dietatic assistant 
student from Alexandria Vocational School completed a six months work experi-
ence in November and another student began work in May. Dietitians again 
taught some of the classes of the Food Service Workers Course at the area vo- 
cational school and spoke at the public library mornings of miscellany pro- 
grams. 
Future Plans  
During the first six months of the year the renovation of the department 
should be completed. Job descriptions and work schedules will be revised to 
adapt to the new environment and quality control standards will be defined 
and implemented. After a period of rather intensive concentration on floor 
plans and equipment, the objectives relating to patient care will be empha-
sized. 
1-L-et-2_ 
(Mrs.) Mary ilane Schof fman, R.D. 
Director of Dietetics 
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1972 1973 
Inpatient electrocardiograms 6932 7020 
Outpatient electrocardiograms 428 401 
Exercise tolerance electrocardiograms 92 67 
Total 	 7452 7488 
The past year has brought a slight increase in the number 
of electrocardiograms. 
The computerized electrocardiogram program was evaluated. 
The Medical Staff recommended termination of the program in 
August, 1972. 
Electrocardiograms are now being interpreted by six in-
ternists on a rotational basis. Personnel in the department 
transcribe the reports that are dictated. 
, A documented quality control program was developed and 
implemented with assistance from the Systems Design Department. 
The Department of Medicine plans to establish a treadmill 
program next year. 
-50- 
The Employment Department has completed an interesting and challenging 
year. 	Interesting because our department seldom has a routine day. Each 
day is filled with new experiences. 	Challenging because were were able in 
complete our objectives for the year and because we are a small department 
trying to meet the needs of a large and growing hospital staff. 
These statistics indicate some of the activity from July 1, 1972 to 
June 30, 1973. We accepted 1,435 applications for employment in all areas 
of the hospital. 360 people were hired. 176 exit interviews were conducted. 
Euvloyment turnover rate dropped to a new low of 22.7%. 
Our activities during the past year included the recruitment and em-
ployment of new department heads in the following areas: Respiratory Ther-
apy, Housekeeping, Social Services, Continuing Education, Coffee Shop, Pub-
lic Relations and Admissions. In-house promotions included: 1 head nurse, 
2 assistant head nurses, 1 housekeeping supervisor, 1 Safety and Security 
Supervisor and 2 department heads. 
A change in staffing patterns on 5 South and 6 North presented the 
challenge of retraining employees from job categories where our needs had 
decreased to other categories where we had replacement positions to fill. 
During the 1972-73 year the hospital was host to 93 student interns. 
The students were here for a varying number of days or weeks for training 
and observation in many departments throughout the hospital. We continue 
support employment programs for the disadvantaged through Vocational Reha-
bilitation, NYC, Work Study and programs for high school students through 
part-time and coop. 
In the coming year we look forward to supporting hospital objectives 
relating to better communication within the hospital and the community. We 
are assisting in programs such as new manager orientation and we are avail-
able for department meetings to discuss and clarify employment policies and 
procedures. 
We are here to assist you with staffing needs. We look forward to a 
good year 
// elw-&01, 
Pauline Page 
Employment Manager 
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The time was a little later than anticipated, but it did happen—we MOVED 
into our new yellow, blue and white home. It was good to be able to bring our 
personnel who were working in three areas scattered from sub-basement to p7th 
floor together into one area. New dictating equipment was installed within a 
few weeks and at the beginning of the new fiscal year we were in the midst of 
procedure changes and experiments with the objective of using the new rooms 
and equipment most advantageously. 
Abstracting for Professional Activities System kept us busy and was an 
incentive for finding better ways for locating records. The former system for 
indexing diseases and operations did not require month by month completion for 
each chart. 	About 7% of each month's patients are readmitted within three 
months. 	Reducing the time needed to find the 7% in their updated location is 
a challenge that is producing ingenious solutions from the Records personnel. 
Obtaining the periodic certifications for Medicare by attending physi-
cians and the reviews every 14 days by department chiefs is a daily activity. 
The retrospective reviews for quality of care by the various clinical depart-
ments gained in value and scope. Auditing medical care is an activity which 
will grow tremendously in the next year, spurred by the new government regula-
tions for Medicare and Medicaid patients. The thrust in planning for medical 
auditing is that most of it should be done in the Record Department. 
Physicians need to state the criteria, records need to be written so as 
to yield information. With criteria and records available, the Medical Records 
personnel can make the comparison between the standards and actual practice 
and make reports. 	Physicians then need review only charts that do not meet 
the standards they set. 	The final part of the audit is review of the statis- 
tical report by the physicians and recording of their opinion along with re-
commendations for action. 
Patrons of the Medical Library continued to enjoy the beautiful new loca-
tion on 7th floor. We were able to obtain copies of journal articles that we 
do not have through the gracious cooperation of the St. Cloud Public Library 
and the University of Minnesota Medical Library. During the year the finan-
cial responsibility for payment of books and journals for the library was 
transferred from the Stearns-Benton County Medical Society to the hospital. 
We expect that the Systems Design Department will study our department 
next year and this may bring changes. In any event we will continue to work 
with our new area to use it efficiently. The area in the sub-basement that we 
vacated will be remodeled for storage and we anticipate spending considerable 
time on the Archives area. These projects along with the anticipated increase 
in auditing will doubtless keep us more than busy. 
We wish to thank the physicians and all of the personnel of the hospital 
who help us. Business of one kind or another takes us into every department 
at some time during the year and we appreciate the cooperation we receive. 
Sister Mary Schneider, O.S.B. 
Director•of Medical Record Services 
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We have again completed another challenging and exciting year in the 
Nursing Service Department. We have continued to develop many programs that 
aid in bringing better care to our patients. 
Some of these are the quality control checklists in use now on eight 
units, with the remainder of the units (seven) doing preliminary work now 
and implementing by September. Reports on all of our programs, workshops, 
and other activities for quality care are sent to the Board of Trustees. 
Group nursing has been implemented on four nursing units and has proved 
to be a successful method of delivering nursing care by bringing the R.N. 
back to the bedside. 
The role of the nurse clinician continued to develop with emphasis on 
this role as a resource person both for patients and staff. In the coming 
year we will have nurse clinicians in psychiatric, medical-surgical, and re- 
habilitation nursing. 
Our nursing care plans have improved greatly--from 40% to 70% completed. 
The quality of these plans has also improved and they serve as a useful tool 
to bring about continuity of care. 
The Nursing Service Department met frequently this year with the three 
schools of nursing to plan clinical facilities for students that would assure 
quality and continuity of care and a beneficial experience for the students. 
The variable budgets proved a useful tool in controlling costs and pro 
viding quality care. 
Nursing experienced some concerns this year as mandatory continuing ed- 
ucation was discussed as a requirement for licensure renewal. At this time 
no decision has been reached, but the discussions both pro and con that re- 
sulted from this proposal served as a means of uniting nurses in a common 
cause and this in itself was beneficial. What will happen on this issue re- 
mains in the future, but hopefully all nurses have seen the need to have in- 
put into decisions that are made. 
Some plans we are looking at for the coming year are primary nursing, 
problem oriented charting, further emphasis on staffings which include doc- 
tors, nurses and other disciplines, centralized scheduling and a more objec- 
tive method of evaluating staffing needs based on types of patients on ,a 
unit. 
We will be reviewing job descriptions this year in relation to expanded 
roles at all levels. 
Our patient teaching programs continue with implementation this coming 
year planned for the cardiac and surgical patients. 
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We look forward to the year ahead with the knowledge that change will 
continue, but that we have developed better systems to make change happen 
and not just let it happen. 
God's blessings on the RN's, LPN's, NA's, Orderlies and clerical staff 
who have truly shown they care and who have helped our Nursing Service De- 
partment grow. 
/ 1 1 
C.:-V1- 	k 	 LAI 	C 
Constance Moline, R.N. 
Director of Nursing Service 
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The months of January and May, 1973, were record breaking months. The 
operating room suite was utilized more than 100% of the available hours for 
elective procedures in January while emergency hours in May topped the re- 
cord at 199 hours. Much credit and many thanks to the operating room nur- 
ses for the additional hours of work and the genuine example of caring and 
dedication. 
The Quality Control Program, a little over a year old, shows a very 
high level performance by the nursing staff. It continues to be an invalu- 
able tool in helping to set standards and to measure nursing care given to 
patients in the operating room. 	All nursing personnel are involved in 
working with the Quality Control Program Check list. 
Most of the items on the 1972-73 instrument and capital equipment bud- 
get were purchased. The list included an ACMI Fiberoptic Light Generator, 
a magnet to remove foreign bodies from eyes, two electrocautery machines, 
an AMSCO electric remote control surgical operating table, fiberoptic bron- 
choscope§ instrument tables, a Berman locator, and metal shelving cabinets 
for the clean receiving room. The above does not include the surgical in- 
struments purchased in excess of $6,000, 	In addition, Dr. Koenig donated 
a N 0 Cryosurgical System (Frigitronics) which is used for eye surgery. 
Enriching in-service conferences have been held on a regular bi-month- 
ly schedule. These enhance the skill, efficiency, knowledge, and effec- 
tiveness of the Surgery personnel. A number of personnel have also had the 
opportunity to attend and to participate in workshops and seminars outside 
the hospital. 
Thank you to all surgery personnel for the loyal commitment and superb 
nursing care given to each patient. 	My sincere appreciation to Barb Pla- 
checki, my assistant, who tirelessly endeavored to improve care and to fa- 
cilitate services in the operating room suite. 
ister Mary Ellenlla htemes 
Operating Room Supervisor 
• 
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1972 - 1973 
This year has witnessed growth and development for the Pharmacy. As in 
previous years, we are performing an increasing number of activities: 
1971 - 1972 1972 - 1973 
136,160 153,359 
928 1,046 
1,495 1,501 
68,495 75,971 
69,871 77,212 
27,910 59,082 
Item  
Pharmacy requests 
Take-home prescriptions 
Outpatient prescriptions 
Stock medications, oral 
Stock medications, injectable 
Sedative medications, oral 
Sedicative medications, injectable 	456 	991 
A new feature this year is a documentation of quality performance. Daily 
we take prescriptions through random selection and ask a series of questions 
relating to the availability of product, freshness, clarity of label, and the 
quickness of response in filling the prescription. The results are tabulated 
toward a 100% goal. The first quality graph represents this achievement. 
0 
,,rwmem73262alumwrin..„. 	 w,, 
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GRAPH II_ 
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Cultures are. taken the first Monday of each month. 
L 
Lawrence F. Olson 
Chief of Pharmacy 
z 
Since an aseptic environment is essential for the preparation of intra-
venous admixtures, we culture our clean air center monthly. Agar plates are 
positioned within the working area for an eight-hour period. Our goal is 0 
colonies. Results so far are presented in Quality Graph II. 
[7( q. 	vt, oLes1 	o_AL earultAA.44.4.4.. eve Li.rtte, • 
1972 - 1973 
Two rather basic changes highlighted the year for the Public Rela-
tions and Communications Department during 1972-73. 
First, Mr. Jeff Blair was appointed Department Director, effective 
June 1, 1973,succeeding Sam Wenstrom who was named Director of the Per- 
sonnel and Public Relations Services Division. Mr. Blair is a graduate 
of St. Cloud State College and had been Executive Assistant at the St. 
Cloud Area Chamber of Commerce. 
During the year the Public Relations office continued to produce 
the hospital's publications including the monthly "Beacon Light," the 
weekly "News Bulletin, "a brochure for the Mental Health Unit, a booklet 
for the Speaker's Bureau, and the first "Life Line" bulletin for the 
Alcohol and Chemical Addiction Center. 
We also continued to handle news announcements , public tours of 
the facilities, the complaint system and other projects. The department 
enjoyed the assistance of Miss Barbara Propotnik, a senior at St. Cloud 
State College, as an intern during the spring quarter. 
The other rather basic change came in the Communications Unit, 
where a new Motorola paging system, was ordered for installation in July, 
1973. This system, with forty pagers, will be used by hospital person-
nel to provide silent, direct communication, thus eliminating the need 
for about half of the audible pages. 
The Communications Supervisor was Mrs. Rita Johnson who worked di-
rectly with fifteen switchboard operators and information desk clerks. 
The information desk was open from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. The switchboard was 
open 24 hours of every day with three operators providing service dur-
ing peak traffic periods. On June 30, 1973, there were 794 telephones 
in the hospital complex: 250 main stations, 144 extensions and 400 for 
patients. 
Much good luck to Mr. Blair in his new position, and many thanks 
to the St. Cloud Hospital staff for their cooperation and assistance to 
me during the past year. 
Sam Wenstrom, Director 
Public Relations and Communications 
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1972 - 19 73 
The St. Cloud Hospital Purchasing Department procured over $1,600,000 
worth of supplies and equipment during this fiscal year. As you can see by 
the statistics in this report, supplies purchased and dispensed have in-
creased substantially over last year while the number of purchase orders 
issued,units of stock dispensed and the amount spent for equipment remained 
about the same. We purchased less capital equipment this year,so the totals 
do not reflect the cost of inflation. 
reason for the large increase in the cost 
Inflation of the dollar is the main 
of supplies. 
1972 	1973 
Purchase orders issued 5,813. 5,865 
Expenditures for general stores $1,503,766 $1,113,841 
Expenditures for capital equipment $ 	561,133 $ 	560,450 
Units dispensed from general stores 532,306 556,327 
Dispersements from general stores $ 	854,656 $ 	939,745 
Below is a graph showing how the cost of supplies has increased since 
1966. 
MERCHANDISE ISSUED FROM GENERAL STORES 
$1,000,000 
900,000 
800,000 
700,000 
600,000 
500,000 
400,000 
300,000 
1966  
1966 
We offered Planning Area D hospitals the opportunity to share in our 
contract with the Baxter Company for intravenous fluids and sets. Many of 
the small hospitals took advantage of this means of obtaining large dis-
counts. Two other items for which we shared purchasing are sutures and 
xerox paper. We hope to expand this activity in 1973-1974. 
Our goal for next year is to put as many stock items as possible on 
contract, especially the large dollar items. Also we plan to keep the ob- 
solete stock at a minimum. Thus we can help keep the cost of supplies down. 
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1972 - 1973 
The Rehabilitation Center has appeared to mature this year. Some 
new key people have been added and new and innovative ideas have re- 
sulted. 
We have started an Amputee Clinic with prosthetists from North- 
western Artificial Limb Company and Winkley Orthotic and Prosthetic 
Company of Minneapolis in attendance. 	It is under the medical direc- 
tion of the local orthopedic surgeons. It is an evaluation of the type 
of prosthesis a patient should wear, or we may see patients prior to 
the surgery to suggest location of the amputation. The cooperation of 
our local physicians has been most helpful in its success. 
The Special Education Department of Planning Area D has recently 
purchased the services of a physical therapist. This therapist serves 
as a consultant to the school system of our 14-county area. We feel 
that this will assist the education and health people to become more 
familiar with one another's role and how they may work together coop- 
eratively and effectively. 
The psychiatrists from Rochester Mayo Clinic are seeing patients 
on a consulting basis one time a month. We feel this has been a real 
asset to our Rehabilitation Center. 
I feel that the hard work and enthusiasm displayed by our Rehab 
Staff has done much to make our Center a place where people are helped 
to help themselves. 
4Z/4 1/ 	4.) 
Earl E. Pederson 
Rehabilitation Coordinator 
REHABILITATION CENTER 	 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY UNIT 
During the 1972-73 fiscal year Occupational Therapy has continued 
to expand on-going services and offered new programs. The number of 
treatment units increased to 17,113: 9,255 in Mental Health Unit O.T. 
and 7,853 in Rehabilitation O.T. 
The program for the visually handicapped is growing and is receiv-
ing good cooperation from other agencies. The children's evaluation 
program and treatment of cerebral palsy children are done in coopera-
tion with other rehabilitation departments. Seminars were offered for 
parents of cerebral 11315y children and also for nursing home employees. 
Consultation to nursing homes is being continued. Some home visits 
were also done for follow-up care. 
The Occupational Therapy staff participated in making a film for 
training of new rehabilitation staff. Therapists participate in in-
service conducted by the Occupational Therapy Department,the Rehabili-
tation Department, the Mental Health Unit and the Alcohol and Chemical 
Addiction Unit. One staff member paticipated in the tuition reimburse-
ment program, and all of the staff participated in various continuing 
education programs within and outside the hospital. 
Eight Occupational Therapy students were trained in the Mental 
Health Clinic, and three students in the Rehabilitation O.T. Clinic. 
The student program in physical disabilities was implemented this year. 
Other new activities started toward the end of the year were 
quality care controls and writing behavioral objectives for the staff 
and students. 
.29 
,e44c,/ 	 -0(tx.e 
Jean M. Laudenbach, O.T.R. 
Chief Occupational Therapist 
REHABILITATION CENTER 	 PHYSICAL THERAPY UNIT 
The close of the second year of operation in the new facility 
finds us with a record number of treatments given and a continued up-
ward trend in activity. During the last year 77,851 treatments were 
given. This total reflects a 7% increase in outpatient activity and a 
12% increase for inpatients. During this period it was possible to 
hold hours worked at a level 8% less than budgeted. While cost control 
is important, we feel quality care is paramount. To aid us in assess-
ing the quality of care provided we developed an evaluation form which 
measures those items which were felt to be indicative of quality care. 
These evaluations will be done regularly on randomly selected patients. 
Since January, 1973, the department has operated on a six-day-a- 
week schedule. 	It is planned that by this fall we will be operating 
seven days a week. 	At this point our experience' indicates that the 
increased availability of service has been of most help to the acute 
inpatient. 
A significant increase in the number of requests for Physical 
Therapy evaluations within the past year is a trend we expect to con-- 
tinue. We feel that the information provided can significantly aid 
the physician in prescribing the most effective course of therapy for 
his patient. 
Initiation of quarterly amputee clinics held in our department and 
staffed, in part, by our therapists has proved educational for all and 
beneficial for the patients involved. 
Expanded participation in the cerebral palsy program by the entire 
staff has occurred since last April. To increase our proficiency in 
this area we have been carrying on an intensive program of inservice 
education supplemented by presentations from specialists in the field. 
Staff turnover in the past year has been on a par with the rest 
of the hospital. We now have a stable staff that has matured signifi-
cantly in the realm of experience but with enough new blood to bring 
in new ideas and youthful enthusiasm. 
In the year to come we continue to look forward to further in-
crease in the quality and quantity of care provided by the department. 
AJci„„ 
Dave Munsinger, R .P.T. • 	Department of Physical Therapy 
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REHABILITATION CENTER 	RECREATIONAL THERAPY AND PATIENT LIBRARY 
To make life in the St. Cloud Hospital more meaningful and enjoy-
able for the patients was the goal-of the Recreational Therapy Depart-
ment during the past year. The two full-time therapists along with 
our 39 volunteers offered a diversified recreation program for pa-
tients on the Mental Health Unit, the Alcohol and Chemical Addiction 
Unit, Rehabilitation Center, Orthopedics, and Pediatrics. For the fis-
cal year, 1,947 programs were offered with 24,350 patients participat-
ing. 
Among the activities offered were live theatre and musical enter-
tainment; arts and crafts; cultural, educational and travel films; 
table games; bowling; ice skating; swimming; golf; tennis, checker and 
pool tournaments; picnics; bingo and home-made ice cream parties; dan-
ces and adapted games for some of the patients. 
In an attempt to encourage greater patient participation and in-
terest, we have had former patients return to the units and exhibit 
their hobbies and collections or come in as volunteers. 
One of the more recent developments was the initiation of a Real-
ity Orientation and Remotivation Program for the confused and elderly 
patients. This program is still in the early stage, but we feel that 
it has great potential. Another project we are working on is the Na-
ture Trail on the hospital property. Through this program we hope pa-
tients will develop a greater awareness of their natural surroundings 
and that this awareness will carry over into their personal relation-
ships. 
We have also introduced the sport of karate into our recreation 
program for the Mental Health and A & C Units. We have witnessed some 
very interesting results from patients learning and participating in 
basic no-contact karate techniques. The sport requires great mental 
and physical discipline and can therefore be a meaningful experience 
for many of these patients. 
The Patients' Library was reopened in October, providing service 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday afternoons to bed patients. The patients' 
browsing and reading library, located in the Rehabilitation Recreation 
Room, is open the above days also. Together with the excellent coop-
eration from the St. Cloud Public Library and the books donated by 
hospital employees, our library now has an adequate collection to meet 
the diverse needs of our patients. 
Niv 	61:t 
Mary-Ellen West 
Chief Recreational Therapist 
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• 	REHABILITATION CENTER 	 SPEECH AND LANGUAGE UNIT 
• 
The Minnesota Easter Seal Society has continued its support of 
the Speech and Language Unit of the St. Cloud Hospital during the past 
year. Services were provided to 138 patients, an increase of 25% over 
the previous year and 37% over 1971. 
The case load has continued to ve varied with an increase in pre-
school children being seen for therapy partially as a result of the 
newly formed Children's Evaluation Team. This varied case load has 
continued to provide the graduate students in Speech Pathology from St. 
Cloud State College, who receive supervised clinical experience at the 
hospital, an excellent opportunity to gain experience with patients 
with whom they would normally not have any contact. 
In the area of Continuing Education the Speech Pathologist has 
had the opportunity to attend the conventions of the Minnesota Speech 
and Hearing Association and the American Speech and Hearing Associa-
tion plus a conference on current issues affecting speech pathologists 
on a national level, and the Adventures in Attitudes Course sponsored 
by the hospital. 
Accreditation by the American Board of Examiners in Speech Path-
ology and Audiology was renewed for the year plus the speech patholo-
gist received a Certificate of Accreditation in addition to his Certi-
ficate of Clinical Competence from the National Certification Board of 
the Easter Seal Society. 
During the past year attempts have been made to develop an Out-
reach Program to area nursing homes and regular service has been pro-
vided to two nursing homes in the St. Cloud area and some limited test-
ing has been done at an area nursery school. At the present time ne-
gotiations are continuing to establish a cooperative consultant pro-
gram in speech pathology with the St. Cloud Veterans Administration 
Hospital. 
The Department was once again fortunate to receive a gift from 
the Area Barbershop Quartet Association which has been used to purchase 
needed equipment. 
The active support of the Medical Staff and administration of the 
hospital is greatly appreciated. 
Gerald A. Carlson 
Speech Pathologist 
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1972 - 1973 
The fiscal 1972-73 year has been marked by a significant expansion of the 
Respiratory Therapy Program in areas of organizational structure, number of 
patient treatments, and types of services rendered. 
Regarding organizational structure, "Inhalation Therapy" services were 
previously under the direction of the Anesthesiology Department. With the for-
mation of the Respiratory Care Committee, Inhalation Therapy became a depart-
ment in its own right. Reflecting a national name change of the profession, 
the title of the department was changed from "Inhalation Therapy" to "Respira-
tory Therapy." Program expansion included: 
1. Addition of numerous new treatment procedures to improve response 
to patient needs: postural drainage, clapping, breathing exercises, 
tracheal suction, etc. 
Inclusion of respiratory therapy services in the area of Pediatrics 
Formation of Outpatient Respiratory Clinic for treatment of chronic 
lung disease 
4. Expansion of preoperative and postoperative respiratory therapy 
5. More active role in Intensive Care, and in "Doctor Blue" situations 
6. Active participation in in-service education. 
7. Consultation to area hospitals. 
8. Establishing of relationship with the Minnesota State Respiratory 
Therapy Association 
9. Formulation of job descriptions, policies, revamping of departmental 
record keeping techniques, physicians' treatment requisition-,insti-
gation of independent charting system for respiratory therapy. 
The above-mentioned program expansion in favor of quality of treatment 
necessitated the acquisition of more departmental personnel and major equip-
ment purchases. 
Compared with a total of 11,285 Inhalation Therapy services given in 1972, 
the 1973 statistics indicate a significant increase in total paient treatments: 
19 71 - 1972 1972 - 1973 
Inpatient IPPB 
Outpatient IPPB 
Inpatient Postural Drainage 
Outpatient Postural Drainage 
Inpatient Breathing Exercise 
Inpatient Hyperventilation 
11,285 
4WD IMP 
13,285 
129 
847 
111 
149 
112 
0111101.••• 
•11•111 
11111101.1•11■ 
I wish to express my appreciation for the understanding and cooperative 
spirit on the part of the Respiratory Therapy Department stdE and other hospi-
tal disciplines and departments that have helped to facilitate our year of ma-
jor transition and growth. 
Langley D. Murray 
7/tt/-4,47 
Respiratory Therapy 
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1972 - 1973 
CURRICULUM CHANGES 
The course in nursing trends was considerably modified and expanded. It 
is now entitled MANAGEMENT IN HEALTH CARE SERVICES. This course is intended 
to better prepare our graduates for the responsibilities of the R.N. in the 
delivery of health care. 
The separate courses, SOCIAL ISSUES and MARRIAGE AND THE FAMILY, have 
been combined under the course title of MARRIAGE, THE FAMILY AND SOCIETY. 
Through collaboration with the College of St. Benedict arrangements have 
been made for the students in our program to receive college credit for desig-
nated courses which are considered equivalent to courses taught at the College 
of St. Benedict. This program will be initiated with the 1973-74 school year. 
The 1973-74 first-year students who complete our program will receive an Asso-
ciate of Arts degree in Liberal Studies. We believe that, the granting of col-
lege credit will facilitate upward mobility for those of our graduates who 
may wish to change their career goals after graduation. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UPWARD MOBILITY PROVIDED HERE 
The St. Cloud Hospital School of Nursing provides upward mobility for 
licensed practical nurses insofar as our enrollment limitations permit. Three 
L.P.N.'s who demonstrated exceptional ability by Class Rank (upper 1/3),Li-
censure Examination score (500 and over group), high scores in the National 
League for Nursing Achievement Tests, and have a minimum of one year of suc-
cessful work experience within three years prior to admission have been en-
rolled. 
Three applicants who have partially completed a program for registered 
nurses have been admitted to advanced standing on the basis of individually 
demonstrated ability and achievement. 
EQUIPMENT AND PHYSICAL IMPROVEMENTS 
A new science laboratory is being equipped in ,Classroom C to permit 
wider use of dissection and prosection materials. 
Classroom A and D have been modified so that the lecture classes for 
MEDICAL-SURGICAL NURSING can be presented to groups of 35 students each in-
stead of 70 at one time, as an effort to improve the quality of instruction. 
Forty-eight Audiovisual Instructional Programs were added to our Learn-
ing Resource Center collection. Three 16 mm. motion films were purchased for 
classroom use. 
COOPERATIVE PLANNING FOR USE OF ST. CLOUD HOSPITAL CLINICAL EXPERIENCE 
Several meetings called by Mr.H. Knevel,Director of the hospital's Nurs-
ing Division,were held to discuss the use of clinical facilities of St. Cloud 
Hospital for student experience. The following Directors attended these ses-
sions: Dr. Tomine Tjelta, College of St. Benedict; Sister Mary Jude Meyer , 
St. Cloud School of Nursing; Mrs. Evelyn MacDonald, St. Cloud Vocational 
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School; Mrs. Constance Moline, Nursing Service; Mrs. Sally Grabuski, Continu- 
ing Education. 	Attempts were made to fully meet the clinical experience 
needs of all three programs. 
CONTRACTS FOR SUPPLEMENTAL CLINICAL EXPERIENCE 
The following institutions provided clinical experience for the Senior 
elective portion of our program: Community Hospital, Princeton; Milaca Area 
Hospital, Milaca; St. Gabriel's Hospital, Little Falls; Albany Community Hos- 
pital and Assumption Nursing Home in Albany. Seven area doctors also cooper- 
ated in providing Senior elective clinical experience in their offices. The 
program was evaluated by both students and faculty as highly satisfying the 
educational objectives. 
USE OF THE DORMITORY BY STUDENTS FROM OTHER PROGRAMS 
Practical Nursing students from Braherd Junior College receiving instruc-
tion in Psychiatric Nursing at the St. Cloud Veterans Administration Hospital 
used the residence from October through May on a four-week rotating basis in 
groups numbering up to eight. A few St. Cloud Hospital X-ray students were 
also housed. 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO THE SCHOOL 
A federal capitation grant of $18,001 was awarded for support of the edu- 
cational program. Eligibility depended upon meeting specified expansion of 
enrollment requirements and completing three projects during the 1973 - 1974 
school year. 
SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO STUDENTS IN 1972 - 1973 
Nursing Student Loan Program 
Federal Nursing Scholarships 
Minnesota State Scholarships 
Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating 
Commission 
Grace Weiss Halenbeck Scholarships 
Alumnae Sister Elizabeth Award 
Alumnae Funds to Audio-Visual 
Veterans Programs 
Social Security Benefits 
Vocational Rehabilitation 
Number of 
Students  
61 
69 
60 
16 
5 
1 
1 
26 
9 
4 
Total Amount 
Granted  
$25,500 
19,781 
15,300 
14,555 
1,000 
100 
200 
Sister Mary Jude Meyer, 0.S.B., R.N., M.S. 
Director, St. Cloud School of Nursing 
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1972 - 1973 
PERSONNEL  
Mr. Mike Becker was promoted to Rehabilitation Division Director in Sep- 
tember, 1972, and Chuck Rice was appointed Social Service Director. A new so- 
cial worker, Clayton Skretvedt, M.S.W., assumed the resulting vacancy. 	For 
the third year a teacher was provided to the hospital by the St. Cloud School 
District so that school age patients can keep their studies current. 
ACTIVITIES  
A tremendous growth occurred in social service patient contacts during 
the ,year. The accompanying chart documents the percentage of the patient 
monthly census with whom the Department had some form of contact. 	It does 
not include the Skilled Nursing Care Unit with whom Social Services is inten- 
sively involved, particularly regarding discharge planning. We guided and 
counseled 184 patients and their families for nursing home placements and met 
with scores of others to arrange other services following discharge. 
In addition we provided the following services: 
1. Consultation and direct patient services to the Asthmatic 
Children's Course, Amputee Clinic, and Rehabilitation Center's 
Children's Evaluation Program 
2. Participated in provision of clinical therapeutic services on 
the A E C and Mental Health Units 
3. Functioned in intensive team effort on Rehabilitation Unit 
4. Supervised and provided learning opportunities for seven social 
work interns, six from St. Cloud State College and one from the 
College of St. Benedict 
5. Participated on three hospital planning task forces 
6. Continued support and guidance to Mrs. Peggy Krushke, teacher 
coordinator, to provide educational services to over fifty 
hospitalized students during the year 
9. Provided professional services to Birthright organization includ-
ing the initiation of group therapy activities which were spun 
off to other community professional agencies 
10. Initiated and operated a medical careers opportunities program 
for the St. Cloud Boy Scout Explorers Post 
7. Provided hospital employee counseling services through referral 
from Wage and Benefits Department 
8. Implemented social history studies on twenty-five cerebral 
palsied children and their families for United Cerebral Palsy 
of Central Minnesota 
-68- 
11. Completed a variety of research studies for the hospital and 
central Minnesota Area Health Education Consortium 
12. Participated variously as instructors or students in a variety 
of in- and out-of-hospital training sessions and workshops 
13. Provided social services consultation services to numerous 
nursing homes and secondary health care facilities 
SUMMARY 
We have been extremely gratified by the superb cooperation we have re- 
ceived during the past year by staff physicians, nursing service personnel, 
and other allied health staff. This has definitely resulted in enhancement 
of the quality of care offered patients and their families at St. Cloud Hospi- 
tal. We are proud of our contributions and will strive for even greater per- 
formance during the next year. 
Chuck Rice, M.S.W. 
Director, Social Services Department 
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1972 - 1973 
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The past year was extremely successful for the Systems Design pro-
gram. Being a staff function, the success of the program essentially 
depends upon the acceptance and implementation of the suggestions by 
the department heads and supervisors. So it is not an exaggeration to 
say that the success of the program was mainly because of the coopera-
tion by various people involved in the projects completed. I want to 
say a big "Thank you" to all of them. 
The following studies and projects were completed: 
1. The variable budget concept was implemented in Nursing Ser-
vice. This control tool had a tremendous impact on the op-
eration of the department. A quick comparison is given be- 
law: 
Fiscal Year Patient Days (Adult and Peds) Hours Paid  
	
1972-73 	122,490 	911) 363.6 
1971-72 120,905 955,185.1 
This means that 43,821.5 fewer hours were spent for 1,585 
more patient days. 	The effective saving is 56,343.4 hours 
according to hours spent per patient day in 1971-72. 	The 
average hourly rate in 1972-73 was $3.81, therefore effec- 
tive savings of $214,668 were generated in a single depart- 
ment. 
2. Variable budget concept was developed for fixed btidget units 
except the Emergency Room and will be implemented in 73-74. 
The Housekeeping Department was completely studied. Mr. Va- 
sek reports that 11/2 positions are reduced from the budget 
at the present time. There is a lot more room for improve- 
ment after complete implementation of the study. 
4. Study of the Laboratory was completed. 	Considerable prom- 
ise for improvement was shown. The actual effect can be re- 
evaluated after implementation in 1973-74. 
The Pharmacy Department was completely studied and showed 
that we can function with four pharmacists instead of five, 
which will result in considerable savings for the department. 
We started investigating a point system to quantify acuity 
of patient illness. 	It is hoped that this will be an ex- 
tremely useful tool for Nursing Service. 
7. Variable budgeting concept was introduced to the Respira- 
tory Therapy Department. 	It proved to be a considerable 
valuable tool to control costs in that department. 
• 
• 
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8. Physical Therapy Department was studied. That department also 
gained considerably by controlling costs and a variable budget 
is being developed for it. 
9. Admissions Department study was implemented and revised admis-
sion guidelines were formulated and later refined. They proved 
to have considerable impact on the hospital operation. 
10. The Emergency Room study was completed and a study was done to 
compare charges for the three categories of emergency patients. 
11. Quality control programs were introduced in many more depart-
ments of the hospital..Now there is a very comprehensive qual-
ity control program in the direct and indirect patient cnre 
areas of the hospital. 
12. Operations effectiveness task force was formed to look at the 
operational aspects of the hospital. 
13. An article about variable budgeting at this hospital was ac-
cepted for publication by "Hospitals: J.A.H.A." 
c.r„P 
Arvind Salvekar 
Director, Systems Design Department 
• 
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1972 - 1973 
The Volunteer Department with an average membership of 406 records the 
number of hours donated by our dedicated volunteers at 15,620. The St. Cloud 
Hospital Women's Auxiliary membership is 148 with 30 patroness members. Can-
dy Striper membership is 110 and remaining members are college students and 
male volunteers. 
Members of the Auxiliary donated 177 hours making 700 tray favors For 
four holidays. Miss Delores Ahles is Chairman of this project. 
Mrs. Leone Plantenberg reports that Auxilians made 842 puppets for the 
Pediatrics Department. 	Mrs. Catherine Strack reports that the Remembrance 
Fund totals $1266.49. 
The Auxilians' pledge of $15,000 to the building fund was paid in full 
the past year. 
The "Reach to Recovery" Rehabilitation Program for women who have mastec-
tomy surgery was started in July and twelve visits have been made by our vol- 
unteers. 
Appreciation of Service awards were presented at the Annual Awards Lun-
cheon on June 6 at the Germain Hotel by Mrs. Connie Moline, Director of Nurs-
ing Service, and Nr.Harry Knevel, Director of the Professional Services Divi-
sion. On another occasion certificates of appreciation were presented to the 
male volunteers and college students who donate their service to the Recrea-
tional Therapy Department. 
Carrying out the tradition of past years, Auxiliary members served cof-
fee and doughnuts to all cm:du:fees during National Hospital Week. 
• 	The new Coffee-Gift Shop was opened with a ribbon cutting ceremony on 
June 18. 
The Auxiliary's fruit cake sale was not held last year because of lack 
of storage space, but it will be held again in Fall of 1973. 
CANDY STRIPER PROGRAM 
Our Candy Striper organization--teenage girls who donate their time will-
ingly and with a smile--has an average of 110 members and donated 14,802.5 
hours of service the past year. Programs on health careers were held at the 
monthly meetings. 
A Capping Ceremony was held on January 24 at which time twenty-six Candy 
Stripers received their first award, presented by Sister Colleen, Director of 
the General Services Division. Awards were again presented at a ceremony for 
Candy Stripers and their parents on June 11 by Mrs. Lena Hagen, Nurse Clini-
cian, and Mr. Dale Stein, Director of Professional Services Division. 
(Mrs.) Marie Hoppert 
Director of Volunteers 
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1972 - 1973 
The installation of a United States Savings Bond program and making avail-
able theatre tickets for $1.00 to employees helped to improve the benefit pro-
gram here at the St. Cloud Hospital. 
Active participation in the St. Cloud State College School of Business In-
ternship program enabled five young men to receive vital on-the-job experience 
in Personnel Management and complete requirements for their degrees. Their con-
tributions in administering the Employee Suggestion System and assisting with 
the Job Evaluation Program were very valuable. 
TOTAL EMPLOYMENT 
Although the total number of employees has increased from 1260 in June of 
1972 to 1308 in June of 1973, the total hours worked over the past year has de-
creased. The total hours paid (including vacation, holidays, and sick leave) 
in fiscal 1971-72 was 1,975,429 compared with 1,873,867 for fiscal 1972-73. As 
tot' hours paid to employees of the St. Cloud Hospital decreased, the patient 
census and the total patient days for the year increased approximately 1.2% over 
fiscal 1971-72. This increase in patient days, when combined with the decrease 
in total hours paid, amounts to a net gain in effectiveness of 6.34% over fis-
cal 1971-1972. 
This increase in effectiveness can be attributed in large part to the ac-
ceptance and application by management and worker alike of tools developed'thru 
the work of the Systems Dedgn Engineering Department. These tools enable man-
agement to schedule and staff more effectively and therefore more economically. 
TOTAL COMPENSATION 
Wages and salaries paid during fiscal 1972-73 totaled $7,043,770.03 which 
is $116,920.02 more than fiscal 1971-72 or an increase of 1.69%. The cost of 
benefits increased to $805,061.20 for fiscal 1972-73. 
GENERAL SALARY INCREASE 
In response to increase in the cost of living and generally rising wage 
scales offered by other employers, our Board of Trustees authorized a 4% gen-
eral salary increase which was effective on July 1, 1973. 
PERSONNEL ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
The Wage and Benefits Department has enjoyed a very fruitful and produc-
tive year in working with the Personnel Advisory Committee. St. Cloud Hospital 
employees are fortunate in having such representatives as they do on this com-
mittee. 
Dave Pearce, Manager 
Wage and Benefits Department 
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1972 - 1973 
June, 1972  
Dr. Paul T. Moran, an Internist, was elected Chief of the Saint Cloud Hospital 
Medical Staff for 1972-73, beginning July 1. 
Other officers elected were: Dr. Dwight E. Jaeger, Chief of Staff-Elect; Dr. L. 
V. Dahlquist, Secretary; and Dr. B. L. John, Representative at Large. 
The Board of Trustees set the 1972-73 operating budget at $13,130,772,an amount 
$533,901 higher than the figure for 1971-72, according to Gene S. Bakke, Execu-
tive Vice President. 
At the same time, rate increases for most services were approved. For example, 
room and care in a semi-private room were increased $3.75 per day to $53.25. 
Private rooms were increased from $54.00 to $57.75. Room and care rates in 
other areas and most ancillary changes also rose, effective July 1, 1972. 
Mrs. Angelo (Marlene) Gambrino was elected President of the Saint Cloud Hospital 
Women's Auxiliary for 2 years, succeeding Mrs. Margie Klein. 
Elected Vice President was Mrs. Victor Shauer; Secretary, Mrs. Allen Dull and 
Treasurer, Mrs. Jerome Maslonkowski. 
Mrs. Gambrino, who also works part-time in the Volunteer Office, was introduced 
at the annual Volunteers Award Luncheon June 8 at St. Cloud Country Club. 
Volunteers received pins in recognition of length of service. Highest award 
went to Mrs. Joseph Strack for 2,500 hours. 
July, 1972  
Dale J. Stein replaced Harry J. Knevel as Director of Professional Services 
Division on July 10. 
Harry J. Knevel became Director of the Nursing Division when Sister Paul began 
her 2-year educational leave of absence. Sister is studying for her Masters De-
gree in Hospital Administration at St. Louis University. Both Sister Paul and 
Harry Knevel have been Division Directors since the present administrative sys- 
tem was begun in 1967. 
Trustees of Saint Cloud Hospital elected two new members to the Board of Trus-
tees, replacing two members whose terms expired. Named to three-year terms were 
Cy Kuefler,a local realtor, and Sister Herena Mueller, O.S.B., Director of For- 
mation for the Sisters of the Order of St. Benedict. They replace Mother Ri- 
charda Peters, O.S.B. and Eldon Siehl. 
Dr. John Wahl joined the Medical Staff. Dr. Wahl is a Pediatrician associated 
with the St. Cloud Medical Group. 
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Dr. Thomas L. Cress was elected a fellow in the American Academy of Pediatrics. • 
• 
The School of Nursing received two grants from the Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare...$36,309 for loans and scholarships for students, and $46,103 
for the Student Capitation Program. 
August, 1972  
Michael C. Becker, Director of Social Service for the past three years, was ap-
pointed Director of the Rehabilitation Services Division, effective August 1. 
This Division Directorship, created by the Board of Trustees two years ago, had 
been handled by Thomas J. McLaughlin, who also handled Personnel Services Di-
vision. Mr. McLaughlin retained directorship of the Personnel Services Division 
and will work on the Area Health Education Center Study, for which Saint Cloud 
Hospital obtained a grant. 
Gene S. Bakke, Executive Vice President, was advanced to fellowship status in 
the American College of Hospital Administrators (ACHA) at Convocation Ceremonies 
August 6 in Chicago, Illinois. The College is comprised of 9,500 leading hos-
pital and health care administrative personnel in the United States and Canada. 
Dr. Richard A. Schlorf, a specialist in Otolaryngology, joined the Saint Cloud 
Hospital Medical Staff. He is associated with Dr. Severin Koop. 
The "Reach to Recovery" program, sponsored by the Saint Cloud Hospital and the 
American Cancer Society began this month with volunteers assisting patients who 
have undergone breast surgery for cancer. 
A new bicycle rack was installed for use by visitors and personnel. The rack 
is located near the security officer building on the front drive. 
Five staff members attended a workshop to prepare themselves as coordinators of 
future personal dynamics courses. Attending the sessions at St. Benedict's 
College, conducted by Robert Joyce, Chairman of the Philosophy Departments at 
St. Benedict's and St..John's, were: Connie Moline, Mike Becker, Mary Jane 
Schoffman, Dale Stein aid Ed Tschimperle. 
SeaLnLla1111 
Duane Murray was appointed Chief Inhalation Therapist. 
Pauline Page, Employment Manager, was appointed Chairman of the United Way Cam-
paign for Saint Cloud Hospital. 
A Seminar on "What Do You Know About VD in the St. Cloud Hospital Area" for 
public health nurses, doctor's office personnel and others was held at Saint 
Cloud Hospital on September 12. 
Nine students graduated from the School of X-ray Technology on September 8: Pat 
Miller, Wayne Chirhart, Sue Westerlund, Char Worm, Mary Copeland, Mary Keller, 
Kateri Stawarski, Rosalyn Ilermanson and Warren Rosen. 
Sister. Rita Tobin, Radiologic Technologist, left the Saint Cloud Hospital for 
an 13-month tour of duty with the Tom Dooley Foundation, serving the medical 
needs of the people in Laos. 
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Colleen Burgoyne, Assistant Head Nurse in the Nursery, attended a five-day sym-
posium at St. Paul Children's Hospital Newborn Center on "The Sick Newborn." 
She was one of 27 nurses from 19 community hospitals learning the newest tech-
niques available to recognize symptoms of illness in newborn, to care for the 
sick infant, and to determine when and how to prepare a baby for transfer to a 
regional intensive care center. 
Chuck Rice was appointed Director of the Department of Social Service. 
Neurosurgeons from the University of Minnesota School of Medicine began consult-
ing services for Saint Cloud Hospital patients every Friday. The consultations, 
on physician referral only,are also conducted for outpatients in the Emergency-
Outpatient Department. Participating neurosurgeons are Dr. Lyle A. French, Dr. 
Shelley N. Chou, Dr. James I. Ausman, Dr. Donlin M. Long, Dr. Robert E. Maxwell 
and Dr. Edward L. Seljeskog. 
Dr. LaRue Dahiquist, who is associated with the St. Cloud Medical Group, was 
named a diploraate of the American Board of Family Practice (ABFP), following a 
two-clay written examination. He is now certified in the new medical specialty, 
Family Practice. 
Goofy, Pluto and Winnie the Pooh visited Saint Cloud Hospital's Pediatrics Unit 
in September, while they were in Minnesota for the Disney on Parade show in 
Minneapolis. 
October, 1972 
OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Act) Task-Force held its first meeting on 
October 5. Members of the task force are: Dale Stein, John Seelhammer, Carol 
Borman, Ron Spanier, Bill Preisler and Mike Seitz. 
The National Institute of Health announced in October the grant of $3.4 million 
to the University of Minnesota to provide for the establishment of an Area 
Health Education Center (AHEC) in St. Cloud, in cooperation with a local consor-
tium of health care and educational institutions organized by Saint Cloud Hos-
pital. 
The Saint Cloud Hospital announced the establishment of a formal sliding pay-
ment scale which may be used by low income people in meeting their hospital ex-
penses, providing for monthly payments with no interest charge on the balance 
owed. The program, announced by Gene S. Bakke, Executive Vice President of the 
hospital, evolved through the work of a small committee made up of hospital per-
sonnel and PUSH (People United for Sound Health), a local group organized to 
assist low income people in obtaining appropriate health care. 
Dr. Louis H. Wittrock was elected a charter fellow of the American Academy of 
Family Physicians at the National Scientific Assembly in New York City. 
The Society for the Preservation and Encouragement of Barbershop Quartet Sing-
ing in America of the St. Cloud Area presented Saint Cloud Hospital Speech and 
Hearing Services with an overhead projector, valued at $200, and purchased from 
proceeds of the annual show in April. 
Jean Laudenbach, Occupational Therapy Chief at Saint Cloud Hospital, was ap-
pointed to the academic rank of Supervisor of Clinical Instruction in Occupa-
tional Therapy at the University of North Dakota. 
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• Michael C. Becker, Director of Rehabilitation Services Division participated in a panel discussion on "Nursing Service Without Walls" at the annual conference of the Minnesota League of Nursing in Brainerd. 
Jane Ceynar, a graduate of the School of Laboratory Technology and a Lab Tech 
for the past nine years, was appointed Director of the School, replacing Mrs. 
Mary Thelen. 
Dr. Myung C. Park, a native of Seoul, Korea, and associated with Dr. John Har-
baugh in the practiceof Urology,joined the Saint Cloud Hospital Medical Staff. 
November, 1972  
Sister Monica and Clayton Skretvedt, both Social Workers, participated in a 
Health Career Class at the Princeton Senior High School,discussing "Social Work 
and'Child Abuse." 
Annandale area residents celebrated "open house" at the Bendix Elementary School 
on November 5. The new school was named after Dr. L. H. Bendix who served on 
the Annandale School Board for 30 years, most of that time as chairmn. 
Dr. Charles Ehlen, Urologist, joined the Saint Cloud Hospital Medical Staff. 
The Otto Bremer Foundation of St. Paul provided a grant of $3,000 to the Alcohol 
and Chemical Addiction Center for use in the purchase of equipment. 
David Munsinger,was appointed Chief Physical Therapist in charge of in-hospital 
programs. 
The State Board of Health approved the purchase of a new scintillation camera 
for the Nuclear Medicine Lab in the Radiology Department. The machine is used 
to detect abnormalities in vital organs by following small amounts of radioiso-
tope materials injected into the blood stream of the patient. The diagnosis 
can be made quickly and painlessly. The equipment cost about $60,000. 
A new program for the blind and near blind has been developed by the Occupational 
Therapy Department, which includes Activities of Daily Living (ADL) and self- 
care training plus an automatic referral to State Services for the Blind and to 
local ophthalmologists. 
December, 1972  
The "Singing Saints," all male chorus from the St. Cloud area, presented a con- 
cert for patients, visitors and employees on December 18 in Hoppe Auditorium. 
6 North won Christmas decoration honors in the annual contest sponsored by Nurs-
ing Service. 
January, 1973  
Dr. C. S. Donaldson and Dr. W. B. Richards, both general practice physicians 
who were associates since 1953, retired January 1 to rest, travel, sleep and 
maybe practice a little more medicine. Each one has almost a half-century of 
experience. 
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Paul Kurtz, Director of the Alcohol and Chemical Addiction Center attended a 
two-day seminar on "Treatment of Alcoholism and Drug Addiction" at the Topeka, 
Kansas, Veterans Administration Hospital, January 18-19. • 
Ralph Vasek, from Grand Forks, North Dakota, began duties as Executive House- 
keeper on January 15. Ralph replaced Sister Bernadine who transferred to St. 
Benedict's Hospital, Ogden, Utah. 
The Auxiliary of the Stearns-Benton County Medical Society gave $500 to the 
Alcohol and Chemical Addiction Center on 2 South, for use in purchasing edu- 
cational films and other materials for the unit. 
The staff of our Alcohol and Chemical Addiction Unit and the Department of 
Spiritual Care sponsored a seminar on the "Effect of Alcoholism on the Family" 
on January 23. Rev. Phil Hansen, Director of the Chemical Addiction Unit at 
Northwestern Hospital in Minneapolis and Pat Spaulding, Director of the Sate 
Commission on Alcohol Problems, were the speakers. 
The Saint Cloud Hospital and the Stearns-Benton Medical Society jointly spon- 
sored a planning session to establish a Health Career Explorer Post. About 
250 young men and women attended. Saint Cloud Hospital staff members and phy- 
sicians will act as advisors for the Explorer Post. Mike Becker is administra- 
tive representative. Post activities will take members into most hospital de- 
partments to learn about them. 
February, 1973  
Dr. Joseph M. Gacusana, anesthesiologist, joined the Saint Cloud Hospital • 
staff. Dr. Gacusana is associated with Dr. Belshe in Anesthesia. 
The St. Cloud City Planning Commission unanimously approved the request by the 
Saint Cloud Hospital to rezone most of the hospital property from residential 
to a new Medical Services District. 
Gene S. Bakke was appointed a member of the American Hospital Association Com- 
mittee on Hospital Chaplaincy. 
March, 1973  
March was "National Social Workers" month, and our Social Service Department 
recognized Sister Monica Roy for her contribution over the past five years. 
Saint Cloud Hospital was one of the first general,community hospitals to offer 
social service and since 1970 referrals and patient contact have increased 
275%. The Social Workers offer family and individual counseling,group therapy, 
discharge planning, financial aid, community consultation, counseling for 
Birthright, etc. 
Thomas J. McLaughlin, Assistant Administrator and Director of Personnel Ser- 
vices, was named Director of the Central_Minnesota. Area Health Education 
Consortium effective March 12. 
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April)  1973 
Mike Seitz was appointed Safety-Security Manager for Saint Cloud Hospital. Mike 
has worked here for five years; first in Storeroom, and then as Central Service 
Control Clerk. 
Gene S. Bakke, Executive Vice President, was elected Vice President of the 
Board of Directors of the new Pope John XXIII Medical-Moral Research and Edu-
cational Center, sponsored by the Catholic Hospital Association. 
Sam Wenstrom, Director of Public Relations since January, 1963, was appointed 
Director of the Personnel and Public Relations Services Division. Sam succeeds 
Tom McLaughlin. The Personnel and Public Relations Services Division includes 
Employment, Wage and Benefits, Volunteers, Systems Design, Continuing Education 
and Public Relations. 
Mrs. Bernadette Spoden was appointed Supervisor of the new Coffee-Gift Shop on 
the first floor. 
Terry Heinen, Data Processing Department Manager, made a presentation on the 
Saint Cloud Hospital Lab. Reporting System for CUBE (Cooperating Users of Bur-
roughs Equipment) in Miami. 
May, 1973  
Fifty-three seniors graduated from the St. Cloud School of Nursing on May 19. 
Gene S. Bakke was speaker at Commencement exercise held at St. Paul's Church. 
June, 1973  
Sally Grabuski was appointed Director of Continuing Education on June 1. Sally, 
the Assistant Director for two years, replaced Ed Tschimperle who took a po-
sition at St. Mary's Hospital in Rochester. 
Jeff Blair joined the Saint Cloud Hospital staff on June 1 as the new Director 
of Public Relations. 
Jean Haley, R.N., was appointed Head Nurse for 2 North. She had been Assistant 
Head Nurse on 4 South. 
A new Director of Admissions was announced by Harry Knevel, Director of the . 
Nursing Division. 	Sister Marion Sauer from Saint Benedict's Hospital, Ogden, 
Utah, replaced Sister Rita Budig who has accepted a position as Administrator 
of the Assumption Nursing Home in Cold Spring, Minnesota. 
Gene S. Bakke was elected to serve on the Board of Directors of Minnesota Blue 
Cross-Blue Shield. 
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ZAA 
Patient Charges 
1972 - 1973 
1973 
Amount Per cent 
1972 1973 1972 
Room and care 	 $7,135,582 $6,522,262 52.13% 54.78% 
Nursery and Delivery Room . 477,256 401,899 3.49 * 	3.38 
Operating Room  938,302 746,170 6.86 6.27 
Central Service 	 702,546 600,847 5.13 5.05 
Laboratories 	 1,148,224 1,027,666 8.39 8.63 
Radiology 	  994,856 895,676 7.27 7.52 
Pharmacy  950,842 833,561 6.95 7.00 
Anesthesia and Recovery Room 462,349 407,539 3.38 3.42 
Physical Therapy 	 378,428 305,131 2.76 2.56 
Respiratory Therapy . 	. 	• 	• 	• 174,546 122,685 1.27 1.03 
Emergency-Outpatient 	. 	• • 246,742 148,139 1.80 1.24 
Other 	 210,409 184,692 1.54 1.55 
Total $13,820,082 $12,196,267 100.97% 102.43% 
Less allowances to third 
parties 	 1,034,156 983,296 7.55 8.26 
$12,785,926 $11,212,971 93.42% 94.17% 
Other Income 	  901,033 694,160 6.53 5.83 
TOTAL INCOME $13,686,959 $11,907,131 100.00% 100.00% 
2=-CIELLEIns12. 
Nursing Division 	 $ 4,871,805 $ 4,683,037 35.59% 39.33% 
Professional Division . 	. 	• 	• 2,364,562 2,060,943 17.28 17.31 
Rehabilitation Division . . 391,539 371,929 2.86 3.12 
General Services Division . 1,993,245 1,835,139 14.56 15.41 
Fiscal Division 	  413,685 381,567 3.02 3.20 
Personnel Division 	 1,037,470 889,393 7.58 7.47 
Other 	  1,711,810 $ 1,516,881 12.51 12.74 
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES $12,784,116 $11,738,889 93.40% 98.58% 
NET INCOME FOR INVESTMENT IN 
NEW SERVICES & EQUIPMENT $ 	902,843 $ 	168,242 6.60% 1.42% 
ASSETS 
• 
Patient Accounts Receivable . . . . 	 
Inventories 	 
Land, Buildings & Equipment 	 
Building Projects under construction 
1973 1972 
$ 2,557,085 $ 2,351,910 
360,064 371,847 
19,308,609 17,469,430 
1,272,638 1,466,703 
John Seckinger, Controller 
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Michael Becker 	 Mrs. Constance Moline, R.N. 
Director of Rehabilitation Services 	 Nursing Service 
June 30, 1973 
Gene Bakke Executive Vice President 	Mrs. Pauline Page 	Employment 
Harry J. Lnevel 	 Mrs. Agnes Moeglein 
Director of Nursing Services 	 Executive Secretary 
Dale J. Stein 
Director of Professional Services 
Ralph Vasek 	 Housekeeping 
Claude Przybilla, M.T. (ASCP) 
Sister Colleea Haggerty 	 Laboratory 
Director of General Services 
Thomas McLaughlin 
Sister Quidella Kollman 	Laundry 
	
Director of Personnel Services 	Kevin Hughes 	Legal Counsel 
John Seckinger 	 Sister Mary Schneider, R.R.A. 
Director of Fiscal Services 	 Medical Records 
Sister Mary Ella Machtemes, R.N. 
DEPARTMENT HEADS 	 Operaing Room 
Ronald C. Spanier 	Accounting 	Lawrence Olson, R.Ph. 	Pharmacy 
111 Paul S. Kurtz 	Addiction Center 	Sanford Wenstrom 	Public Relations 
Sister Rita Budig 	Admissions 	Arthur Hoffarth Purchasing 
Eileen Stafford, CNA 	Anesthesia 	Harold Affeldt, R.T. 	Radiology 
Robert J. Engelhart & Co. Earl E. Pederson 	Rehabilitation 
Auditors 
Duane Murray 	Respiratory Therapy 
Wayne Lauermann 	Business Office 
Maynard D. Lommel 	Central Service 
	Charles Rice 	Social Service 
Father John McManus, O.M.I. 
Edward Tschimperle Spiritual Care 
Continuing Education 
Terence Heinen 	Data Processing 
	Arvind Salvekar 	Systems Design 
John Seelhammer 
Buildings and Grounds 	Sister Mary Jude Meyer, R.N. 
School of Nursing 
Mrs. Mary Schoffman, R.D. 	Dietary 	Mrs. Marie Iloppert 	Volunteers 
David L. Pearce 	Wage and . Benefits 
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3 Chaplains . . . Executive Vice-President . . . 6 Doctors 
6 Division Directors 
Full 
Time 
Part 
Time 
Full-Time 
Equivalent 
Administrative Office 6 2 7.3 
Admissions 8 9 12.9 
AHEC 3 0 3.0 
Alcohol & Chemical Addiction 4 0 4.0 
Anesthesia 8 6 9.8 
Business Office 15 1 15.5 
Central Service 16 6 21.0 
Coffee Shop 9 17 14.7 
Continuing Education 5 0 5.0 
Dietary 59 37 81.4 
ECG 2 3 4.5 
EEG 0 1 0.4 
Electronic Data Processing 6 3 8.1 
Employment 3 0 3.0 
Engineering & Maintenance 24 1 24.6 
Extended Physical Therapy 2 0 2.0 
Fiscal Services 6 0 6.0 
Housekeeping 61 24 75.2 
Laboratory 25 12 29.4 
Laundry 15 10 21.7 
Medical Records 16 6 20.1 
Medical Staff Office 1 0 1.0 
Nursing Service 269 393 434.4 
Occupational Therapy 4 1 4.1 
PAR 4 5 6.1 
Pharmacy 11 0 11.0 
Physical Therapy 15 4 19.0 
Print Shop 1 0 1.0 
Public Relations & Communications 5 13 12.8 
Purchasing 8 1 8.3 
Recreational Therapy & Corrective Therapy 2 1 2.3 
Rehabilitation 2 0 2.0 
Respiratory Therapy 3 3 4.8 
Safety & Security 1 0 1.0 
School of Nursing 17 15 25.2 
Social Service 3 0 3.0 
Spiritual Care 5 1 8.6 
Surgery 17 15 25.2 
Systems Design 2 0 2.0 
Volunteers 0 2 1.4 
Wage & Benefits 5 0 5.0 
X-ray 17 26 20.9 
Executive Vice-President 1 0 1.0 
Division Directors 6 0 6.0 
692 620 965.4 


